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In , 
Computers controlling Instruments isn"t a new story anymore, nor is built-In 

Instrument intelligence. But few who don't use them know how very intelligent 
some of our electronic instruments have become. Our cover subject. the HP 
3562A Dynamic Signal Analyzer,ls an example 01 thiS trend. It's a measuring 
Instrument, designed for low-frequency network and spectrum analysIs, but 
you can use It 10 do computer aided design (CAD) without a computer. It 
not only measures and analyzes. but also synthesizes and models, all by 
itself-flo mainframe, no workstation, no PC. With just this instrument, you 

or", ••• ". can do a whole linear network design: 
• Decide what shape you want the network response to have and synthesize it using the HP 

3562A's builHn synthesis capabilities. The instrument will fit a ralional polynomial to the response 
curve and compute the roots of the denommator and numerator polynomials-that is, the poles 
and zeros of the response. From these you can choose a network topology and component 
values. 

• Bulld the prototype and measure its response in any of the analyzer's three measurement 
modes. Compare it with the response you wanted. 

• Extract the prototype's actual poles and zeros and modify the design to get closer to the desired 
result. 

• Repeat as necessary. 
On pages 4 to 35 of this issue, the HP 3562A's designers explain how it works and what it can 

do. Its basic functions are described in the article on page 4, and the details 01 its measurement 
modes are in the article on page 17. Unusual is the analyzer's digital demodulation capability. 
Give the analyzer a modulated carrier, and if the modulation Is within its frequency range, it can 
extract and analyze it. It doesn't matter if you don't know the carrIer frequency or whether the 
modulation is amplitude, phase, or a combination (as long as the two modulating waveforms don't 
have overlapping spectra). The article on page 33 reveals the theory 01 operation 01 the curve 
fitter and tells how so much computing power was made to fit in the available memory. The article 
on page 25 walks us through several examples of the use of the HP 3562A to solve realistic 
analYSIS and design problems. 

The HP 3000 Series 70 Business Computer is the most powerful of the pre-HP-Precision
Architecture HP 3OOOs. The objective for its design was to upgrade the Series 68's performance 
significantly in a short tIme. Measurement, modeling, and verification were used to identify and 
evaluate possible design changes. The paper on page 38 describes the methods and how they 
were applied to the Series 70's cache memory subsystem, its major improvement. According to 
the authors, the design of a cache provides a severe test for any estimation methodology. They 

leel they have advanced the state of the art in cache measurement and prediction. 

-R. p, Dolan 
Cover 

A principal use of the HP 3562A Analyzer is the design of servo systems such as the head 
positioning mechanisms for disc drives. 

Wh.,!' \head 
The February issue will feature several articles on the design of a new family of fiber optic test 

instruments, The family includes three LED sources, an optical power meter with a choice of two 
optical heads, two optical attenuators, and an optical switch. Microwave transistor measurements 
using a speciallixlure and de-embedding techniques will also be treated, 
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Low-Frequency Analyzer Combines 

Measurement Capability with Modeling 

and Analysis Tools 
HP's next-generation two-channel FFT analyzer can be 
used to model a measured network in a manner that 

simplifies further design. 

by Edward S. Atkinson, Gaylord l. Wahl, Jr., Michaell. Hall, Eric J. Wicklund, and Sleven K. Peterson 

T
HE NAME FPT ANALYZER has been applied to a 
category of signal analysis instruments because their 
dam inant (in some cases, their only) analysis feature 

haS been the calculation of the fast Pouricr transform of 
the input signals for spectrum and network response mea
surements. These analyzers produce all estimate of a net
work's frequency response fUllction al equally spaced fre
quency intervals. 

These FIT analyzcrs have justified their use for low-fre
quency signal analysis mainly because of their higher mea
surement speed when compared 10 conventional swopl fre
quency respouse analyzers. However. proponents of swept 
sine analyzers are quick to point out their instruments' 
wider dynamic range and ability to characterize non
linearities in a network. Proponents of 1I3-octave analyzers 
jump into the fray by extolling the advantages of logarith-
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mically spaced spectrum analysis. These debates about 
which is the "best" analyzer can never really be won, since, 
in reality. all of these measurement techniques have their 
advantages depending on the application. 

This fact was recognized in the design of the HP 3562A 
DynamiC Signal Analyzer {Fig. 1). which provides three 
different measurement techniques for low·frequency unal
ysis within one instrument: 

• FIT·based, linear resolution spectrum and network 
analysis 

• Log resolution spectrum and network analysis 

• Swept sine network analysis. 
These measurement techniques use advanced digital signal 
processing algorithms that result in more accurate and more 
repeatable measurements than previously available with 
conventional analog implementations. 

Fig. L The HP 3562A Dynamic 
Signal Analyzer performs faSl, ac
curate network. spectrum, and 
waveform measurements from dc 
to tOO kHz Measurements in
clude power spectrum, histogram, 
freQuency response. and cross· 
correlation These can be per
formed In real tllne or on stored 
data BUilt-m analySIS and model
mg capabilities can derIVe poles 
and zeros from measured fre
quency responses or ConstruCI 
phase and magnitude responses 
from user·suppiled models Direct 
control of external digital plotlers 
and diSC dflves allows easy gener-
allon of hard copy and slOrage of 
measurement setups and data 
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The HP 3562A has two input r.hannels. each having an 
overall frequency range from 64 j.lHz to 100 Uiz and a 
dynami� range of 80 dB 

Measurement Modes 
Linear Rewlution.ln thl! linear resolution FFT mode, the 
HP 356ZA pro\'Jde� a broad ran�.! of lime. frequency. md 
amplitude domain measurements: 
• Frequency domain-linear �pectrum, power spoctrum. 

cross spectrum. frequency response. and coherence func
tions 

• Time domain---a,'eraged time records. autocorrelation. 
cross,correlation, and impulse response functions 

• AlIlvlitude domain-histogram. probability density 
function (PDF). and cumulative distribution function 
(CDF). 
A speCial feature in the linear resolution mode is the 

ability to perform M ... I, FM. or PM demodulation on each 
input channel. Traditionally. demodulation has been per· 
formed using separate analog demodulators whose outputs 
are connected to the test instrument. The digital demodula
tion technique in the HP 3562A has the advantages of 
higher accuracy and greater dynamic mnge than analog 
demodulation, and it is built into the test instrument. 

The type of demodulation is independently selectable 
for each channel. For example. fI frequency response mea
surement can be performed using AM demodulation on 
Channel 1 and PM demodulation on Channel 2. As another 
example, a two·channel power spectrum measurement can 
be set up in which AM demodulation is specified forChan
nel 1 and no demodulation is selct;tcd for Channel 2. One 
can easily perform two types of demodulation (e.g .. AM 
and FM) Simultaneously on the same input signal by con

necting it to bot h channels. 
A preview mode allows the user to view (and mod ify) 

the modulated input signal before the demodulation pto
cess is invoked. There is also a special demod.polar display 
that shows the locus of the carr ior vector IlS its amplitude 
and phase vary for AM and PM Signals. This display is 
very useful for observing possible interrelationships be· 
tween AM and PM signals. 
Log Rcsolutioll. In many applit;nlions. the network or sig. 
nals of interest arc best characterized in terms of 
logarithmic or proportional fre(lUency resolution. The Ill' 
3562A provides a true proportional resolution measure· 
ment-not simply il lineln resolution measurement dis· 
played on a log frequent;y scale. 

[n this mode. the user am make the follOWing frequency 
domain measurements: power spectrum. cross spectrum, 
frequency response. and coherence functions. For log res· 
olution measurements. the average quantity is always a 
power quantity. Stable, exponential.and peak hold averag· 
ing modes are available and offer the same beneHts as in 
the linear resolution mode. 

The user can select a frequency span from one to five 
decades with a fixed resolution of 80 logarithmically 
spaced spectral lines [ler decade. For example. if the start 
frequency is set to 1 Hz and the span is set to five decades, 
the frequency range of the measurement will be from '1 Hz 
to 100 kHz with 400 linos of reso lu tion. Both random noiso 
and fixed sine source outputs are available ill this mode , 

Swept Sine. When swept sine mode is selected. the HP 
3562A is transformed into an enhanced swept frequency 
response analyzer. In this mode the user can make the 
following frequency domain measurements: power spec
trum. cross spectrum. frequency response, and coherence 
functions. The user can select either linear o r  log swet"p 
with a full rang'> of SWef'p controls. includinR sweep up. 
sw(!(>p down, sweep hold. and manual sweep. During the 
swt:Cp. the HP 3562A's built-in source outputs a phase+Con. 
linuous, stepped sine wa\'e across the selected frequency 
span and a single-point Fourier transform is performed on 
the input signal. 

There are four key setup parameters associated with the 
sweep for which the user can either set fixed "alues or 
specif)' an automatic mode of operation. These parameters 
are Input range, integration lime, source output gain. and 
frequency resolution. 

By judiCiously selecting these automatic sweep features, 
Ihe user r..an Ilerform a measurement in which the sweep 
adapts dynamically to meellhe requirements of the device 
under tes!. 

,\ discussion about the technical basis behind the HP 
3562A's measurement modes and digital demodulation 
capability is given in the article on pago 17. 

Advanced Data Acquisition Features 
Norm(l.lly. measurements are made on·line using the data 

currently being acquired from the input channels. How· 
ever, the HP 3562A provides two modes in which data can 

be acquired and then processed off-line at a later time. 
Time Capture. [n this mode, up to ten time records (20.480 
sample paints) from either channel can be stored in a single 
buffer. This data can be acquired in real time for any fre
quency span up to 100 kHz. The user can display a corn· 
pressed version of the entire time buffer or any portion of 
it in the timo or frequency domain. Furthermore. the time 
capture buffer can be IIsed as an input source for any of 
the single·channel measurements available in linear reso· 
lution mode. 

If a measurement is sel up with the same frC1:jUoncy rallge 
as t.he time t;apture data. then up to ten averages can be 
dOlle. At the other extrome. a measurement with one aver
age can be made with a frequency Sllan that js a factor of 
10 narrower than the original ti me capture frc(luency range. 
For example, jf a time capture is performed with a span 
from dc to 10 kHz, the user can perform a power spectrum 
measurement on this data within a 1-kHz span centered 
anywhere from 500 Hz to 9.5 kHz, Several display options 
(e.g .. expansion. scrolling. etc.) are available for mani pu lat· 

ing time capture data. 
Time Throughput. The HP 3562A is special among low-fre
quoncy analyzers in offering the capability 10 throughput 
lime data directly from the input channel(s) to an external 
disc drive. No externall-Ip·m (IEEE 488/IEC 625) controller 
is needed for this operation. 

The instrument can throughput data to an HPCS/80 hard 
disc drive (e.g .. lhe HP 7945) at a real-lime measurement 
sprlll of 10 kHz for single-channel operation and 5 kHz for 
dual-channel operation. The throughput data session can 
be used as an input source for both linear resolution [in
cluding demodulation) and log resolution measurements. 
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As in the time capture mode, zoomed measurements can 
be made on real-time throughput files. However, much 
narrower zoom spans arc possible since (l throughput file 
can be much larger than the internal time capture buffer. 

The user can c;onveniently view the data in the 
throughput file by stepping through the file one record at 
a time. Measurements do not have to start at the beginning 
of the file-an offset into the file can be specified for the 
measurement start point. 

Modeling and Data Analysis Capabilities 

Given the extensive measurement capability described 
above. the design of the HP 3562A could have stopped 
then,l--<!s a versatile test instrument. However. combining 
this measurement performance with equally extensive 
built·in analySis and design capabilities turns the product 
into a one·instrument solution for many applications. 
Flexible Display Formats. Generally. the result of a mea· 
surement process is the data trace on the screen. Graphical 
analysis is simplified by the HP 3562A's full complement 
of display formats. Tho independent X and Y markers (both 
single and band) and the special harmonic and sideband 
markers make it easy to focus on important regions of data. 
The annotated display and the special marker functions 
(e.g .• power, slope. average v<llue. THD. etc.) allow simple 
quantitative analyses to be performed directly on the dis
played data. 
Waveform Calculator. The instrument includes a full corn· 
Il!ement of waveform math functions including add. sub· 
tract. multiply, divide. square root. integrate. differentiate. 
logarithm. exponential. and FIT. The operands (either real 
or complex) for the math functions can be the displayed 
trace(sJ. saved dat ... traces. or user·entered constants. t\ 
powerful automatil capability allows the user to specify a 
sequence of math operations to be performed on any of the 
standard data traces while the measurement is in progress. 
The user's custom measurement result can then be dis· 
played at any time by simply pressing the automatil softkey. 
which can be relabeled to indicate the name of the function. 
Some examples include group delay. Hilbert transform, 
open·loop response, and coherent output power (COP). Auto
math is discussed in more detail later in this article. 
S-Plane Calculator. The HP 3562A can synthesize fre
quency response fUllctions from either pole-zero, pole-res
idue. or polynomial coefficient tables. In addition, the user 
can convert from one synthesis table format to another with 
a single keystroke. As an example. a designer can enter a 
model of a filter in terms of numerator and denominator 
polynomial coefficients and then convert to pole-zero for· 
mat 10 find the roots of the polynomials. This s·plane cal· 
culator is a powerful network modeling tool and it exists 
within the same instrument that will be used to test and 
analyze the actual network-providing on·screen compari· 
son of predicted and measured results. See the article on 
page 25 for more details about the HP 3562A's synthesis 
capabilities and some design examples. 
Curve Finer. One of the mosl powerful analysis features 
in the HP 3562A is a multidegree·of-freedom. frequency
domain curve filler for extracting the poles and zeros of a 

network from its measured frequency response function. 
The curve fitter can fit up to 40 poles and 40 zeros simul· 
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taneously for the entire response function or any portion 
defined by the display markers. In addition. the table of 
poles and zeros generated by thecurve fit can be transferred 
to the synthesis table-a direct link belween the instru· 
ment's modeling and analysis features. A curve-fit al· 
gorithm that can only fit clean ditta is of little practical use 
since mosl real-world measurements are contaminated by 
some amount of noise. The HP 3562A curve fitler removes 
biases caused by measurement noise. resulting in a greatly 
reduced noise sensitivity and. Iherefore. more accurate es
timates of the pole and zero locations. See the article on 
page 33 for more details. 

Hardware Design 
A block diagram of the HP 3562A's hardware system is 

shown in Fig. 2. 
Input Amplifiers. Spectrum analysis for mechanical and 
sefVO applications requires that the analyzer's input 
amplifiers provide ground isolation (usually to reject dc 
and ac power·line frequency signals). Ground isolation at 
low fre<luencies can be achieved by running the input 
amplifiers on floating power supplies with the supply 
grounds driven by the shields of the input cables. This 
floating ground can then be used to drive a guard shield 
that encloses the floating amplifier's circuilry. This design 
is effective al rejecting de common-mode signals and pro
vides [l large common· mode range, but is limited in ils 
ability 10 reject higher-frequency common·mode signals. 

Fig. 3 illustrates the problem. Common-mode signal Vem 
is dropped across the voltage divider fomled by the source 
impedance Z. (which could be the resistance of the input 
cable) and the capacitance C between the floating ground 
and chassis ground. The voltage drop across Z. is then 
measured by the analyzer just as jf it were any other differ· 
ential-mode signal V dm' It can be seen thal lhillgs gel worse 
with increaSing frequency. The fundamental problem here 
is that truly floating the amplifier is not practical since C 
cannot be made arbitrarily small in practice and the inputs 
are not balanced with respect to the chassis. In addition. 
since the source impedances to the two input terminals 
may not be quite the same. it is desirable to minimize the 
common·mode input currents by providing a high·imped· 
ance path for both signal inputs. 

An effective way of providing high impedance for both 
inputs and I(ood balance is to use a true differential 
amplifier (Fig. 4). For a perfect amplifier with a gain of -1 
and all resistors shown of equal value. the common·mode 
rejection (CMR) will be infinite (neglecting parasitic corn· 
ponents). An added benefit is that common· mode rejection 
is achieved without requiring floating power supplies. 
which would be prohibitively expensive in a multichannel 
instrument. The input amplifiers in the HP 3562Aare based 
on this true differential amplifier topology with circuitry 
10 provide calibration of CMR and bootstrap circuits to 
increase common·mode range and reduce distortion. 

The two input paths in each of the HP 3562A's amplifiers 
contain programmable {O dB. 20 dB. or 40 dB) attenuators. 
buffer amplifiers. and other circuits that contribute 10 im· 
balances in the two signal paths. To remove these imbal· 
ances {and improve CMRJ. a programmable circuit is used 
to adjust the gain of the low signal path. As shown in Fig. 
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Applications 

The HP 3562A covers a broad range of applicatIOnS ,0 control 
systems. rTl8(;hanIca" systems �·freq\J&ncy eleCtronICS. and 
acousl cs 

DesIgn of elaNd-loop Control System. 
The genera! development process IS shown '" Fig 1 A part,cu

'ar applJCal10tl of thiS development process ,s the design 01 
closed-lOop contrOl systems The design actNoty InvOlll9S select
Ing components lhat when connected In a SpecIfied topolOgy. 
produce system performance consIStent With the deSIgn spec,f,· 
callOO. Closely related to thIS acl!lllty IS the mode11flg actlVlty
developIng equations to pr90,ct system pert()(mance These 
equations ale ohen transfer functJOn relatIOnships expressed as 
ratIOS 01 poIynomia!s In the complex frequency domaIn. 

The design and modehng acwlbes are Simplllied uSing the 
HP 3562A because of lIS bUilt-In s-plane calculator and transfer 
function synthesIs capability (see article on page 25) A designer 
can enter system In formaloo directly ,nto the analYZ9r In pole
zero. pole-residue or polynomial format Conversion between 
these formats IS possible Once the system mformatlon IS entered, 
lhe analyzer Will compute and display the frequency response 
of the system. The result can b e  displayed In gain/phase form, 
as a NyqUlst diagram, o r  as a Nlchols chan. The deSigner can 
then eaSily perform other calculations on the synthesized 
waveform For eKample, the Inverse transform of the frequency 
response can be displayed With ooe keystroke to Identify me 
Impulse response of the system By pressing another key, IhlS 
waveform can then be Integrated to Simulate the step response 

The test aCllvlty Involves making measurements to determine 
actual system performance Designers requlrmg both FFT and 
swept sme measurements can use the HP 3562A to perform both 
functions The HP 3562A prOVides not only frequency domamtest 
capabilities, but also time domain test funC\lons. Its waveform re
cording features allow the control system deSigner 10 meaSlJre time 
domain funCTIons wch as Impulse, step, and ramp responses 

The analySIS activity studies measured performance In cases 
where deSired performance, such as gain-phase margin, over
shoot. 01 undershoot has been estimated, analySIS ConSiSts of 
comparing measured results against the eKpeclallon This com
panson can be as Simple as reading marker values or uSing the 

Fig, I, Deve/opmenr process flowchsrt 

5, this is accomplished by increasing the gain through the 
low path by raising the value of Rei and then driv ing the 
grounded end with a signal that is -KxB, where K is the 
gain of a multiplying digital- ta-analog converter (OAC). 
Increasing the OAC gain reduces low-path gain to the point, 
whero CMR is maKimized, 

An algorithm for optimum adjustment of the OAC was 
develo ped thal requires only Iwo dala points to set tho gain 

HP 3562A's Iron\ and back diSplay format 
O!ten desogners are constrained 10 measure control systems 

under operating condlllOl'lS W tl'I tne loop closed AJtnough the 
closed-loop response cs meawred. the open-loop response IS  
dE!Slfed The HP 3562A prOVIdes an analysIS functIOn mat can 
compulC the open-loOp response directly from cIosed-loOp data 
'If th JUSt one keystroke 

An extremely po-werlul analySIS tool for !!le control system de
Signer IS the HP 3562A's curve litter (see article on page 33), 
which exuacts system poles and zeros from measured frequency 
response data for companson against expected values.,Further
mClIe. me curve finer PfOVIOes me link between me analysIS and 
model 8CtlVlUes In the development process, because of I\S ability 
to pass curve-fit dala to the transfer functIOn synthesiS funcllOfl. 

VIbration AnalysIs 
Vibration measurements 00 rOlallng machinery are extremely 

Important In many cases, the vibration signals 01 interesl ale 
modulatKlfl signals on a earner frequency which corresponds to 
the shaft rotatlOll speed As an example, a broken tooth on a 
rOla!Jng gear can result in amplltude·modulated Vibration signals 
In a belt-driven pulley system, Ihe dynamiC stretching of the belt 
can produce frequency-modulated or phase-modulated signals 

The HP 3562A can perlorm AM, FM, or PM demodulaTion on 
mese Vibration SIgnals even if tho camer frequency (shalt speed) 
is unknown 

Electronic FlIter Design 
All of the maJOr modehng test, and analYSIS features can come 

IntO ptay In solVing filter deSign problems (see artIcle on page 
25 for examples). The InitIal filter model (Le, transfer function) 
can be entered into the synthesis lable in Ihe form mosl familiar 
10 the deslgf"l8r and then the model's frequency response function 
can be synthesized Log resolution measurements or k>g-sine 
sweeps are approprtate for measullng broadband filler networks 
Hlgh·Q MICh filters can be accurately characterized uSing 
zoomed linear·resolutiOn measurements or narrow sine sweeps 
By applying the HP 3562A's curve Imer to these linear or log 
frequency measurements, the poles and zeros of the actual flll0r 
can be eKtracled for CompallSon With the modol 

AudiO and Acoustics 
NOise Idenhflcatlon and control are becomIng more Important 

In many enVlfooments With ItS two Input channels, the HP 3562A 
can make aCOUS\lC Intenslly measurements to determine sound 
IntenSity and dllecllo n. In the audiO field, Ihe Instrument"s dlgllal 
demodulation capability has proven to be very oftecllve In analyz
Ing modulation dlSIOrtlOll In phonograph plckup cartridges and 
lOUdspeaker systems 

Bibliography 
1 Oritro/ SySi"'" o..e/opmMI USItIg (.Iyn.tmoc StgrW AnA/yntll. Hew1e!1.f>ac1<ard 
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correc tly, A common+modc signal is internally COllnected 
to bOlh differential inputs and the DAC is set 10 each of its 
extreme values, The rela tionship between the I wo resulting 
measured signal levels is Ihen used to inlerpolate 10 obtain 
the o pt imum DAC gain selling, The resul ting CMR is beller 
than -80 dB up 10 66 Hz and 65 dB up 10 500 IIz. 

One-lnI�gohm-input buffer ampli fiers are inserted be
tween the in puis and Ihe differential amplifier slage 10 
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Fig. 2. Hauiware bloclt. diagram ol/he HP 3S62A 

provide impedance conversion. The common-mode range 
of these amplifiers is increased and distortion is reduced 
by adding bOolstrap amplifiers that drive the buffer 
amplifior power SUPlllies (Fig. 5). These bootslrap 
aml)iificrs are unily-gain stages with :!:.dc offsets added to 
the outputs so that the buffer amplifier supplies follow Ihe 
ae input voltage. Thus. the input buffer amplifiers only 
need 10 provide correction 10 the signals present within 
their supply rails. [n addition. the op amps used in these 
amplifiers are therefore able to work over 11 common-mode 

Gua.d Shield 

'- --0 

• ,-

'," 

.,. 
c = 

• 
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Fig. 3. A f10armg mpul ampldier 
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range that would otherwise be beyond their maximum su p
ply rail specification. The resulting common-mode range 
for the HP 3562A is ::!: 18Voll the most-sensitive range ( 51 
dBV) and distortion is suppressed more than 80 dB below 
full scale. 
Oigital Circuitry. For cenain analyzer frequency spans. the 
data collection lime (time record length) will be shorter 
thAIl the data processing timc. /\s a result. part ofthc input 
data will be missed while the previous time record is being 
processed. In this case. the measurement is said to be not 
real-time. As the frequency span is decreased. the time 
record length is increased. and a span is reached where 
the corresponding data collection time equals the data pro
cessing time. This frequency span is called the real-time 
bandwidth. It is at lhis span that time data is contiguous 

, 

, 

, l m 
Fig. 4. True d,lferent,a/amplrf,er 
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and all input data is processed. Decreasing the span further 
results ill data collection times longerthan the data process
ing lime. These measurements are said to be real-time. 

Designing for a real-time bandwidth of 10 kHz (single 
channel) requires data processing times of less than SO ms. 
H was apparent that a single processor could not perform 
the many computlltional tasks (fast Fourier lransforms and 
floating-point calculations in particular} that arc required 
within this amount of time. Consaquently. the choice was 
mHde to devHloJl separ<lW hardware processors for these 
comllUlational needs. The large real-time bandwidth of the 
HP 3562A is possible because of the use of multiple 
hardware processors and a dual-bus digital architl.lctuffl 
(sec right half of Fig. 2). 

Before pipelined parallel data processing can begin. the 
input signals must be digitized and filtered to the current 
frequency span. Signals enter the analyzer and are con
ditioned hy the programmable-gain. differential-input 
amplifiers described above. Low-pass anli-aliasing filters 
with a cutoff frequency of 100 kllz attenuate unwanted 
fre(luency components in the conditioned signal. The sig
nal is then converted 10 digital data by analog-to-digital 
COl1verters (ADCs) using the same design that was used in 
the earlier HP 3561 A.I The data is then filtered to appro
priate frC<luellcy spans by custom digital filters. Scparute 
digital filters exist for each input channel. 

Thl) digital filters provide the gataways for data into the 
digital processing portion (Fig. 2). The architecture in
dudes a system central processing unit (CPU). an FIT pro
cessor. a floating-point processor (FPP). a shared memory 
resoun:.:e (global data RAM). an interface to the display. 
and two separate digital buses that allow simultaneous 
communication and data transfer. 

The CPU controls a data processing pipeline by issuing 
commands. reading status. and servicing intorrupts for the 
digitllJ filter controller. FI'-r processor. FPP. and display 

FIg. 5. Inpul ampMler conllgura
lion used In (he HP 3582A 

interface. The CPU also services the digital source and 
front-end interface. local oscillator. keyboard. and HP-lB. 
The CPU design consists of an 8-MHz MC68000 micropro
cessor, a 16Kx16-bit ROM. a 32Kx16-bit RAM of which 
SKX16 bits is nonvolatile. a timer. t-IP-IB control. I)OWP.f
up/down circuitry. and bus interfaces. The CPU communi
cates with each of the hardware processors as memory 
mapped 10 devices over the system bus. which is im
plemented as a subset of the 68000 bus. 

The other bus in the architecture. the global bus. provides 
a path to the global data RAM. This memory is used hy all 
of the hardware processors for data storage. After the data 
has been digitized and filtered to the current frequency 
SI)3n. the digital filter stores it into the global data RAM. 
The CPU is signllled over the system bus when a block of 
data has beon transferred. and as a consequence, the CPU 
instructs the FIT processor 10 perform a ti me-to-frequency 
transformation of the data. The FIT processor accesses the 
glolllll datu RAM. transforms the data. stores the result back 
into memory. and then signals the CPU. The CPU now 
commands the FPP to perform appropriate floating-point 
computations. The FPP fetches operands from the global 
data RAM. does the re<luired calculations. and then stoms 
the results back into memory. 'tNhen finished. the FPP sig
nals tlte CPU. The CPU then reads tlte data. and performs 
coordinate transforms Oil it as well as format conversions 
in preparatiOIl for display. The data is again stored into 
the global data RAM. The CPU rinall}' instructs the display 
interface to transfer tlte data to the display. (The display 
used is the HP 1345A Digital Display, which requires digital 
commands and data tn produce vector im'lges.) 

The above description describes one data block as it is 
transferred from digital mler to display. HowtJver. the HP 
3562A Analyzer does not process one block of data at a 
time. it processes four. That is. while disl)iay conversions 
of block N-3 arc being done by Ihe CPU, block N-2 is 
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being operated on by the FPP. blo<k r\ 1 is being trans
formed by the FIT processor. and bloLk N is being filtered 
by the digital filter. Simultaneous operation of all Ilroces
sors provides the computalional slwrd necessary to pro
duce a large real-time uandwil.hh of 10 kHz. 

As a consequence of the data pror.essing architccture. 
the global memory system had two major re(luirements. 
The first was that multiple processors needed access to tho 
memory. This wquired an arbiter. a decision mal..er. to 
monitor memory requests and allocate memory ac(;esses 
(grants) hased on a linear priority schedule. Devices are 
serviced according to their relative importance, indepen. 
dently of how long they have been requesting service. Eac:h 
n.-qutJ5ting device ha.s a55(K;iatcd with it a memory request 
signal and a memory grant signal. When a device needs 
access to the memory. it asserts its memory request. The 
global data RAM prioritizes all requests and issues a mem
ory grant to the highest-priority device. ThaI device is then 
allOL<lWd onll bus cycle. 

The second major requirement placrd on the global mem
ory system was minimal memory cycle time to satisfy in
strument real-lime bandwidth needs. Computer si mu la
liolls were done to rnodel the effects of memory cycle time 
on real-time bandwidth. 11 was concluded that cycle times 
lllss than 500 ns would Siltisfy the instrument's real·time 
bandwidth r<.'quirements. 

To optimizc memory cycle time. the timing for the global 
memory system is constructed from a digital delay-line 
oscillator. Three digital delay lines are connected in series. 
with the output of the third delay line inverted and COIl
nected 10 the inpul ohhe first delay line. lndividllal timillS 
signals were customized for the G4Kxl6-bit dyrwmic 
I�AMs and arbiter using combinational logic operating 011 
signals from 10-ns delay laps on the delay line oscillator. 
As implemented, global memory cycles are a\'ailable every 
470 ns. 

The FFT processor can perform both forward and inverse 
fast Fourier transforms and windowing. It is designed 
around a TMS320 microprocessor. Although iln on-board 
ROM allows the TMS320 to execute independently. the 
FF'T processor is slaved 10 the CPU. Commands are written 
to the F��I' processor over the system bus, and the FIT 
processor accesses the global data I�.AM for the data to he 
transformed and any user-defined window information. 
Operations are executed. and the CPU is interrupted upon 
completion. The FIT processor computes a 1024-poillt. 
radix-4 complex FIT in 45 ms. 

The FPP is constructed from six A�12903 bit-slice micro
processors using conventional bil-slice design techniques. 
11 can operate on three different data formats: two'S comple
ment integer (16 bit). Single-precision floating. point (32 
hit). or double-precision floating-point (64 bit). Hesides ad
dition. subtraction, multiplic<ttion. and division, the FPP 
can perform B1 customized operations. A list of FP? in
structions. called a command stack, is stored in the global 
data RAM by the CPU. The list consists of a 32-bitcommand 
word (add, subtract, et cetera), the number of entries in the 
data block to be operat�d on. constants 10 indicate if the 
data hlod.. is real or complex, the beginning address of the 
data block in the global data Rt\M. and the destination 
address for the results. The FPP is then addressed by the 
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CPU aod the stdrtillg dddress of tlw (;ommand slacl.. is gi ven, 
The FPP executes the LOlIlmtlnd st.,t;k cmd interrupts the 
CPU ul>OlI completion. 

The digital filter a�selllbl\' consists of two printed ciTl:u it 
cards. One card, the digital filter board. contains two sets 
(one I)er input channel) of custom integrated circuils de· 
signed for digital filtering. These inwgrated circuits were 
levemged from the design of the liP :1!i61A.l The other 
card. the digital filter controller board. suppl ies local infor· 
mation to the digital filter board and contains the interfat:e 
to the system bus. Digitized data is supplied to the digital 
filh'f from the AOCs at a 1O.24-MIII. rate. Upon command 
from the CPU, the digital filter can opprate on the data ill 
diffcftJllt w ... ys. Il ... ... 11 p ... ss llll' t.lilla dirtJl..liy to the gluhiJ[ 
data RAM (as is required if the user wants to \'iew time 
data). 11 can frequency translate the data by mixing it with 
the digital equivalent of the user-specified center fre· 
queney, filter unwanted image frC<luencies (required in a 
zoom operation which enables the full resolution of the 
analyzer to beconcentraled in n less than full span measure· 
menl). and store to the global data RAM. Or it can filter 
the data without any frequency translntion and store to the 
global data RAM (required in the baseband mode where 
the start frequency is 0 I-Iz and the span is less than full 
span). The data can be operated on simultaneously in dif
ferent modes. thus providing the anal)'zer the ability to 
view input data Simultaneously with frequency data. The 
design is the lllOSt complex digital assembly in the Ill' 
3562A, and is implemented using a number of programma
ble logic devices. direct memory aCCflSS (DMA) controllers. 
and large-scnle-integration counters. 
Throughput. Throughput means AC(IUiring input data. fil
tering it. proceSSing trigger delays. and writing Ihe dattl to 
the disc as  fast as possible. To accomplish this. the HP 
3562A has built·in disc drivers for HP Command Set 80 
(CS-'80) disc dri\'cs (e.g .. HP 7945 and liP 7914), HP Subset 
BD {SS '80) disc drives (c.g .. I·IP 9122 and HP 9133D). and 
other HP disc drives such as the I·IP 9121. HP 9133XV, !·IP 
82901. and HP 9895. These disc drives can be used for 
general save and recall functions In addition to throughput. 
The drives most suited for throughput are the CS/BO or 
SSI60 hard disc drives. The software disc drivers are tuned 
for these drives. 

The throughput is accomplished with three internal pro
cessors to pilleline the transfer process (see Fig. 6). The 
digital filter assembly digitally filters the data for a channel 
into a rotating buffer with enough room for two time rcc
ords. This allows one time record to be accumulated while 
the other record is moved out of the buffer. When the instru
ment is acquiring data in triggered mode. the digital filter 
assembly is putting the data in the rotating buffer even 
before the trigger is received. The data before the trigger is 
needed if a pretriggcr delay is specified. Since the start of 
data (trigger point if no trigger delay) can occur anywhere 
in the rotating block. the full time record will not be con
tiguous in memory if the start of data is more than halfway 
into the buffer. The first part of the data will be at the cnd 
of the buffer and the last part of the data will be at the 
beginning of the huffer (I.e .. the data is wrapped). 

The next step is for the FIT processor to move and un
wrap the data into another buffer. This buffer is one of a 
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set of she rotating buffers. The H·-r processor is fast enough 
10 move an enlire lime record oul of the input block before 
the digital filter assembly O\-erwriles it. except for a 100-
kHz frequency span. which is faster than real-time anyway. 
Tho CPU moves the (;Ontiguou� doto.! in time record bloc� 

through the HP-IB to the disc drive. To cut down on the 
disc overhead. the entire throughput operation is set up as 
a single disc write command. Thesix buffers help 10 smooth 
the nonlinear transfer rate to the disc. 

The limit on the transfer rate is usually the CPU hand
shaking data out of the HP-lB chip. Tho CPU executes Cl 
tight dssembly language loop to transfer data (about 60 
kbvles.'s). Most hard discs can receive data faster than this. 
'I'h
-
is transfer rate translates into a 1O-kHz real-time fre

quency span for a onc-channel measurement. 
Sinef' throughput is esscntiallv u real-time operation. the 

digital filler channels must nc\'('f stop transferring data to 
rnemor�'. or gaps will appear in the data I f  both chUllncls 

ore being throughput 10 the disc-.. then the dota is interleaved 
on Ihe diS(: in lime record inu('rnenlS (Chdnnel 1 followed 
bl Channel 2). If both (;hannt'ls arc being throughput ill 
triggert'd mode, then both lhanr1('ls arf' triggered lit the 
sanw lime regardless of triggt·r delay. This allows both 
C.hMlIIelS to be sYllchronized on lime re(;ord boundaries. If 
the USM specifies a !.:foss-channel delay of greater tholl one 
time ret;oul , then an i ntegral number of tim6 records arc 
thrown .. way from the delayed channel rather than wasting 
space on thc disc with unused d<lta. Hence, with the same 
numhl'f of records throughput to thl' dis(.: in this modt', 
then' will tx- a sequence of till' undelayed channel records, 
followed b\- zero or man' intl'rll'aH'd records (Channel 1 
followed by Channel 2). followed by the rcmainder of the 
delaved lhannel records. 

Sinc.e the throughput is normAlly done with one write 
comll1i.1nd to Iho dis(;. tho disl: w ill rill an cntire cylindor 
beron' moving thu dis!.: IW'lds to the nuxt cylinder (hcarJ 
step). Ea(:h cylinder (;onsists of rnul tiplc heads. each on fI 
scpnrate surface (i-c., a tnICk). The limp 10 step tllll head 
OIHl I rad .. is 1I0t long. If tllf' trad .. hall been spared !i_e . . 
b('(;au�(' of A bad spot on tllf' (\is(:). the disc: head autOlllllt
iralt\· sh'ps to the repla{:eTlll'nt 10Mil:al trad;. which (;ould 
11(' halfway (or mOTe) acro!o� till' disc.. Thi� wuld IId\·erseh
affeu tilt' real-lime data fate. To avoid Ihis problem. the 
illstrunll'nl doc1> not use all\' iogkai trark that has been 

FIg. 6, � C )lJg"puf data fie .... duf
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SIJared (replaced) for th roughput. There will be a gap in 
the logical address space on the disc, but skipping the 
sparud track only requires two head seek times. The spared 
track table can only be read from a CSi80 disc dri"e, I f  a 
spared trad .. is in the Ulfoughvut file used, then onc disc 
write transfers data before the spared track, and another 
write is used for data after the spared track_ The HP 3562A 
can skip up to nine spared tracks in each throughput file 
(identified in the Ihroughput header) in lhis manner 

Any throughput data in the file can be viewed by the 
user as a lime record or used as a source of data for a 
measurement. Whcn performing a measurcment of the 
throughput data. the data is inl>u1 back into the digital 
filters for po�siblc refiltering. This allows data throughput 
at the maxi mum real-ti me spall (10 kHz. one channel) when 
test time is valuable. and then performing the measurement 
later at a desired lower SpiJll (e.g,. 2 kllz). Since throughput 
dnta is processed off-line. more fi('xibilitv is allowed on 
this data than may be possible wilh a normal on·line mea
SUrel1l('lIt. Data from anywhere in the throughput file can 
llll s('lccted for postprot.essing (i.e., a selected measure
ment) by specifying a dela,' offset when measuring the 
throughput. For a measurement on a reAl-time throughput 
file, tho user (Am spc(;ify the ex.ILt iJlnount of overlap pro
(;('ssing to be used duril1M averaging. Inueascd flexibility 
Is reulized by being abll· to (;OlIlinuc a measurement from 
anywhero in the throughput fill!. whidl allows a rneaSUfl'
ment on th(' through llUt d"la in a di fferent order than it 
was a(;quired 

Operating System 
Tho operating system used by tho liP 3562A c.an be de

>;(rilwd as a multitasking system with cooperating process
es. Thfl operating s}"stf'1lI pruvides task switching. proc:ess 
ue<ltioll. I'nx_e�1> mUfli.lKCllwllt, fe�OUIUl jJrote!.:tion (allo\.:;I· 
lion). and process cOIlHllunication, 

TIU' opernting system mnnaSes thu use of l)rOCesses. 1\ 
process is a block of code that can be executed. In a mul· 
tita!oking system. several professes (;all be executed simul
tllnl..'Ously. Since there is no timf' slit:ing (using a timer 
Interrupt to split CPU ti me i>ctween pro(;csses). cooperation 
betwf'en processes is Clisential To share CPU resourr..cs 
Ix-tw(,f'1l processes, explicit susp(,llcis back 10 the operati ns 
syst{'1Il must be performcd about every 100 ms. 
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Since OUt development language (Pascal) is stack 
oriented, there could be a problem with multiple processes. 
Does a process share a slack with another process? How 
do they share it? Because of demands on the CPU RAM 
(Le., local data, slates. et cetera), the stack RAM space was 
in short supply. so we chose to implement a hybrid stack 
management system. 

We started implementing a system with only onc stack 
instead of a stack for each process. This was aCCOIllI)l\shed 
by making one restriction UI)on the software designers. 
Breaks to the operating systum (suspends and waits) could 
only be made in the main procedure in a process. which 
was not unreasonable for our original oode expectations. 
Our Pascal development language allocates the procedure 
variables 011 top of the stack upon procedure entry and 
afterward references these variables with 11 base address 
register. The stack pointer is not used to reference the vari· 
abies. The top of stack can be moved without affecting the 
access of the variables in the main procedure. This ullows 
each process to hove ils own stack for ils Illain procedure 
that is exactly the right size, and also a (possibly separate) 
stack for procedure calling. When a process ends. a call 
back to the operating system records the stack segmenl for 
Ihe mai n procedure as being omply so thal it can be reused. 

This method of stack allocation presented problems 
when the code si1-c grew significantly (to 1.1 Mbytes). but 
the RAM grew only slightly {to 64K bytes}. Some processes 
became larger and the restriction on W[lits became un
wieldy. Therefore. a second method was implemented of 
allocating entirely separate stacks (part it ions) for some pro
cesses (e.g .. calibration and IIP-IB control). There was not 
enough RAM to do the same for all processes. so a hybrid 
svslem was maintained. A partition concept was defined 
t� allow 11 single process 10 use a partition (allocated III 
power-upJ or one of a groUI) of processes to use a partition 
at any onc time (e.g .. one of the HP-IB processes). The 
addition of partitions allowed us to gain the fllUximum 
utilitv out of the limited RAM available. 

The operating system is semaphore based. The classic 
Oijkstra PO and v() operationsJ are used for resource protec
tion and process communication. These operations have 
been implemented as counting semaphores with the only 
allowable operations of wait (corresponds to P(Jl and signal 
(Le .. v()l. A counting semaphore can be defined as a positive 
int�er (may never become negative). 

A signa! is defined as an increment operalion. A wail is 
defined as a decrement opet1l tion where the result may not 
be negative. If the decrement would cause the resull to be 
Ilegative. then the process execution is blocLed until the 
semaphore is incremented (Le .. a signal is sent by some 
other process). so that the decrf'ment can be successful. 

The actual iml)lementation of a semaphore is different. 
The integer does become negati\'e on a wait and the process 
is blocked in a queue of waiting processes associated with 
each semaphore (semaphore wait queue). A signal wllf're 
the previous value before the increment was negative will 
unblocL the first process in the wait queue (i.e .. it can run 
again). In  this sense, a semaphore count, if negative, repre
sents the number of processes waiting 011 the semaphore. 

There are generally two types of semaphore liSt.!: re�ourt.:e 
protection and process communication. A resource IHOteC· 
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lion semaphore is initialized with a value that is the number 
of resources availllble (generally one). An example of this 
in the HP 3562A is the floating-point processor; only one 
process can use it at a time. A process uses a resource 
semaphore by executing a wait before the block of code 
that uses the resource. and a signal after that block of code. 
All processes that use this resource lIlust do the same thing. 
The first process executing the wait decrements the 
sernal>hore from 1 to 0 beforo using the resource and after
ward increments (signals) the semaphore back to 1. If a 
second process tries 10 wait on the resource after the first 
process has acquired the resource (wait). then the second 
process will be blocked (it cannot decrement 0 to 1) until 
Ihe first process has signaled (released) the resource. A 
semaphore is also used 10 I)rotect critical sections of code 
from being execuled by Iwo processes simultaneously. 

A I)rocess communication semaphore {initiali1.ed to OJ 
is used by two processes that have a producer/consumer 
relationship. The producer signals the semaphoro and the 
consumer waits on the semaphore. An example of a con
sumer in the HP 3562A is the marker process, which waits 
for a marker change before moving the marker on screen, 
whi le the producer is the keyboard intl'rrupt routine. which 
detects that a marker change is requested and signals the 
marLer process. 

In many cases. a process communication semaphore is 
not enough. The consumer must know more about what is 
to be done. Therefore. a communication queue which has 
one entry for each signal by the producer is associated with 
tho semaphore. This combination is �nown as a message 
(jueue. An example is the keyboard interrupt routine (pro
ducer) and the front-panel process (consumer). A queue 
contailling key codes is associHted with the semaphore. 

Quetles. a first-in-first-out constrU(;t. are also SUIJplied 
by the operating system. As mentioned above. queues are 
mainly used to communicate between prcx:eSSl·S. but are 
also used by the operating system (Le .. the process ready 
queue) and othor processes to keep a list of information. 
Another variant of the queue definition is the priority 
queue. where an addilioll.to,a-<Iueue operation inserts new 
entries in order by a priority key. Tho operating system 
process ready ([tleue is an example of a priority queue in 
the liP 3562A. The priority is set by the scheduling process 
to determine the relati\'e execution order of several processes. 

Command input to the liP 3562A is from three processe, 
representing the keyboard. autosequence. and HP-Ill Each 
pro{;ess accepts codes from the appropriate source, con
verts them to a common command fUllction format. and 
ilH'oLes the command translator. The command translator 
c:;ontrols the main user interface. the softkey menus. com
Illund echo field, Ilumerk entry. and translalion of t Ill) com
mand function inlo a subroutine call to do the requested 
operation. The command translator is tabledrh·en. t\ ;;ingle 
data base of all keys is maintained with all related softkey 
monus and actions to be performed when a key is pre:.scd. 
A si ngle command translator presenls a t;onsistent interface 
to Ihe user. regardless of the sourcf' of the commands. 

The follOWing is an example of the I)ower of a multitask
ing operating system. It shows how four processes can be 
run at the same time within Ihe liP 3562A. There is a 
measurement running on one trace. a viow input on IInother 
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trace, tbe display process itsel£, and a plot process. To see 
the resulls, press: 

PRESET RESET {put HP 3562A in known 
state and start measurement} 

UPPEAlOWEA (displa\' both traces) 
BVIEWINPUTINPUTTIME 1 (start view input in other trace) 
PLOT START PlOT (start plot process) 

The ploUing is performed in parallel with lhe measure
ment and view input. This is called "plot on the fly." 
Resource semaphores are used to protect hardware from 
simultaneous use by several processes. Communication 
semaphores lire used to communicatl! display slatus to data 
taking processl!S. Buffer lock flags are used 10 protect the 
display buffers from use by both the display and the plot. 

In summary. the use and implementat ion of Ihe operating 
system in the liP 3562A show the trade-offs that occurred 
during project development. The operating system has 
enough power and flexibility to implement otherwise very 
difficult operations (e.g .. plottmg during a measurement). 
but is simple enough nOI to impose much overhead. Less 
than 2% of the processor lime is spent in the operating 
system. 

Autosequence 
An autosequence is a programmable sequence of key 

presses that can be invoked by a single key, which makos 
repotitive operations easier for the user. It is the simple 
program ming language built into the HP 3562A. In the 
learning mode (edit autosequence). all completely entered 
command lines. from hllrd key to terminating key, are re
membered in the autosequence. The line-oriented editor 
allows line deletion. addition, and replacement. A 100II)ing 
primitive and a goto command allow repetitive commands. 
Other aulo:;rnwencus CIIII be called as subroutines. Thl' au
toscqucllce can be labeled with two lines of text, which 
will telllace the key label that invokes the uutosoquence. 

Up to five autosc<lucnces in the instrument can be stored 
in battery-backed CMOS RAM. Since CMOS RA�l is limit
ed. an implementation was chosen t.hat takes minimal 
memory to store an autosequence. The slordge mochanism 
sa\'es either the keycode fo through 69) for the key pressed 
(only takes onc byte) instead of the HP-ID mnemonic (4 
bytes), or a uni(I Ue I..ey function token (over 900 function:; 
defined by 2 bytes). This III lows storage for an autose<luencc 
of 2U lines with an avcrage of 10 keys/line, The command 
strings seen in the autosequelll,:e edit lIlode are onl}' stored 
in a temporary edit buffer (not stored in CMOS RAM). 
"Vhon the edit mode is engaged again. the stored keys are 
processed through the command translator without execut
ing tlw a:;:;Ul,;i,!lllfJ udiuu:; tu n;iJuild the comm,md strings. 
The commands tire shown on the screen as they arc being 
rebuilt. 

The softk.ey menus of the HP 3562A may vilry when the 
rncasuremcnr mode t.:h,mges. For example. in swept sine 
modo, tllOre is a soft key STOP FREO under rhl! FREO key. 

In lirwar resolution modEl. lhe ZERO START soft l..ey is ill the 
same location {softkoy 4J. Koy codes (e.g .. softkey 4} are 
stored ill the autoscqucm:e. I f  fin autosl'(rllenr::e tbllt bas 
tbis key sequellce in it is run in both modes. a different 

action could take place (zero start versus stop frequency). 
This is not what the user expects. To soh'e this problem, 
any time a variant softkey menu is displayed bocause of a 
key press. the \'ariant menu number is stored in the auto
sequence following the key. When the autosequencc is 
edited. the variant menu is forcibly displayed so that the 
user always sees the same command echo regardless of the 
measurement mode. When the autoseqUlmc:e is executpd. 

the actual key function (e.R .. slop frequency) is obtained 
by looking up the softkey number in the current soft key 
menu. If the key function is found, the new keycode is 
executed instead of the old keycode. This allows softkey 
functions to mo\"e in the menu in different modes. If the 
k.ey function is not found, an error results and the aulose_ 
quence stops. The additional overhead for this function is 
OIle byte for each variant menu displayed in the autose
quence. Although Lhe storage overhead is not very signifi
cant, the software to execute the autosequence became 
more complex. 

While executing the autosequence. the front-panel keys 
are locked out (except AUTOSEO PAUSE ASEQ)_ This is neces
sary because there is only one base translator with three 
command sources (keyboard. autosequence, and I-lP-IB), 
and only one curfeIlt lIleIlU can be remembered at a time. 

MNEMONIC TABLE HELP TEXT AREA 

iraq r.erp aescnploon 01 help ..... ·111 erntledlk!<l 
FREO I a'1lhe1p 

AVG tokensuncodedasbulow,n 
avghelp ------ CHARACTEFlVALUE 

WNOO 

..... 'ndowlle1p 

CHARACTER VAlUE 

ASCII CM, 
toy1elOken 
I'ooOld token 

IBot.n D)'te ') IB,lonbvla2) 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0  7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0  

O - Chilr -
I I - tokeo- see BYTE TOKEN TABLE 
1 0 0 0  - wordlOken -- .sce WORD TOKEN TABLE 

1 0 0  I - wOldlOkeo-- anti WORD INDEX TABLE 
1 0  I 0 - ..... .,.dlO.en--
1 0 1  I -- le_1I0�en-- (excepl 4094 4095) 

I 0 1 1 1 I I I I 1 I \ I I I 0 
l O ' I l 1 l t  I t l l 1 1 1 1  

SI)(! TEXl TOKEN TABLE 

BYTE TOKEN TABLE 

1&4 etlrr>!lS) 

WORO INDE)(TABlE 

I:'>!ienrroesl 
WQROTOi<ENTABlE 

1 1  S48ef'HI6SJ 

IIt\lryO 
entry I 

I entry:.> 
2 0"1,),3 
Cl1annel 4 

TEKT TOKEN 1 ABLE 

lNen1r>!lSJ 
oo<nI 101$lla.1 
pOOnl1o 2nd le.1 

oHselloemryO _ 
oflseI IOer\lry64 
O!1seIIO(lf1lry 1:'>8 

ACPT enlryO 
Hartl antry 1 
Nol enlry:'> 
p""" onuy 3 

Fig. 7. Help lable structure (top). ae/ml/lOns 01 two-byte 
character values (m,aa/e). ana e_amp/es of lollen table en· 
tiles (bottom) 
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For instan(;e. from the keyboard, the user presses WINDOW 
UNIFRM (soft key 3), and from autosequence. SELECT MEAS 
FREQ RESP (soft key 1). If the key presses were interleaved 
between the two command sources whon the functions are 
processed, then the commands would appear to be WINDOW 
SELECT MEAS AUTO CORRelation (soft key 3). The wrong 
funr:tirlnfllily would Iw invokflli in Ihic; r:1IC;A. To prf>venl 

this situation. these two processes are synchroni..:ed and 
the autosequence lets the HP-IB commands execute only 
between autosequence lines. Each autosequence line al
ways starts with a hard key (i.e., it  has no memory of a 

IlTevious soft key menu). 
AutoSe(IUQnCe commands may spawn child processes 10 

do specific actions (e.g .. a measurement). The front panel 
will continue to accept a new command before the child 
proc(:ss is finished. but the autosequence will wait until 
the child process is finished before executing the next line. 
The required synchronization is provided by the operating 
system. which keeps trac;k of the status of the children of 
the command front ends and communicates the informa· 
tion through 11 semaphore 10 the command source (e.g .. 
autoslKluence). 

Help Text Compression 
The HP 3562A has a help feature for 652 soft and hard 

keys in the instrument. Help information is derived from 
the IIP-IB mnemonic for the key pressed. The help display 
consists of information derived from the key table (full 
command name. type of key. number and type of parame
ters) and a text description of the key. The lext description 
can take the entire display area (-I8 columns by 20 lines). 
If the average lext description per key is five lines. then 
just the text portion of the help feature would consume 
156.000 bytes. The actual help lext for the HP 3562A lakes 
157.125 character!; (bytes). 

To save ROM space. the lext is compressed before putting 
it in ROM (sec Fig. 7). The method used is a token replace. 
rnent of dlllllicate words used in the text. The two-pass 
compression Ilrogram reads the inlHlt text on the first pass. 
breaks it into words. and updates all occurrence count for 
each uni{IUO word (29.509 unique words). At the end of 
the first pass. the words are sorted by their occurrence 
frequency. Token tables lire created for multiple-use words 
to be fCl>laced in the text during the second pass. 

The ASCII character set (uneXlltlnt!erl) is a seven-bit code. 
To encode the tokens in the output text. lhe high-order bit 
(bit 7) is set in the hyte. This allows 128 tokens to be 
encoded in a byte. which is not enough. A word token 
allo\\'s more tokens (32.767). but takes twice the memory 
to represent the output text. To compromise. both byte 
tokens and word tokens are used. The 6-1 most-used words 
are encoded into a byte token (bit 6 set) and 32.767 other 
lext funr.tions can be encoded into a word token. 

The word !('xl functions are split into two groups: word 
lokens and special funr.tions. Special functions have bits 
4 and 5 set. allowing 4095 functions to be encoded and 
leaVing 12.288 possible word tokens (15-l8 actually used). 
The special functions arc split into two groups: special 
formatting commands and text macros. The text expander 
in the HP 3562A also formats the displayed text. The text 
i n  the help labl!> i� in free format. just words separated by 
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spaces and punctuation. The expander knows how to left
justify text on the screen and break lines on word bound
aries. In addition. it knows Iwo special formatting cam· 
mands: break line (go to nexl line) and start pardgraph. The 
last of the special functions Ihat are encoded are texl mac
ros. Groups of words can be defined and included in mul
tiple places (useful to describe numbers). There is space 

for up to 4094 text macros. The 64 most-used byte tokens 
save almost as much space as the 1548 word tokens {45.189 
bytes versus 55.363 bytes}. 

To sa\'e as much ROM space as possible in the help table. 
several concessions to size, space. and speed were made. 
To make the pointers to text shorter, lij·bit unsigned offsets 
are used instead of 32·bit pointers in the help mnemonic 
table (converts HP·IO mnemonics to text addresses). the 
text Olacro table. Imd the word token index table. Later. 
the help mnemonic table had to be changed 10 32-bit pain. 
ters because the size of the tables and the help text had 
exr.eeded 64K bytes (I he limit of a 16-bit offset). Sinc!! 
words vary in siz!!. the hyte and word token tables aro 
organized as a llnked list. Hence. they musl be traversed 
to access any given token. This is acceptable for the 64 
byte tokens. but tnkes too long for the 1548 word lokens. 
Therefore. a word token index table was created to index 
in10 every 64 word tokens. keeping the worst-case lookuJl 
SetlUCnce to 64 entries. 

Compressing text to save room can be a good investment. 
In the HP 3562A, the text ill compressed down to 36% of 
its original si ... .e through word replacement. saving 100.000 
bytes of ROM. 

Compression mav be a good idea. but how long does it 
take to compress and decompress the text? The compres· 
sion into assembler code takes approximately six hours on 
an HP 1000 Computer. However, Ihe decompreSSion of a 
worst·case full page takes less Ih,lI1 a second. so it is accept
able for a help disl)lay. 

• 

• , " • 

Fig. 8. A/Jlom8lh plor fOf group delay calcufa/JOfI 
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Automalh 
The HP 3562A includf-'� a rich set of math operations 

8vail8bh· to the user to �tprtX" 5 the measurement dala. 
In addition. aulomath adds the abllily 11) perform calcula
tioll..'I on the ny during a measull'mt'Ol for custom measure
nll'nt IIi�pla\"S le.g .. group dE'la)'l. Aulomath also adds the 
abilit\· to title a custom measureml'nt display on the Irace 

In many caSt·S thll 8111omotlh calculation does not 1\10\\ 
down the measurement apprrciabh-. This is b�use most 
math operations (except IOK und HT-type operations) drt! 
performed by the noating-poinl proces�or (FPP) in parallel 
with most operations in a measurem!'nt. 

Automath is in reality an autosequence that is limited 
10 math. ml'8sur('ment displa\' and acti"e tracl' keys \\'hen 
the MEAS DlSP AtJTO MATH keys are pressed. the automath 
autosequence is run to produce a sequence of math opera
tions and the initial measurement displays are set. The 
measurement converts the sequence of malh operations 
into a stack of FPP commands and appends it to its own 
FPP stack. This stack is retained for use on every measur(l
ment average: the stack is only rebuilt if something changf's 
(e.g .. a reference waveform is recalled). Considerable time 
is saved in this optimal case. For operations that the FPP 
does not execute directly. there is a pseudo FPP command 
that causes the FPP to stop and interrupt the CPU, which 
interprets and executes the command and then restarts the 
FPP upon completion. Since the math commands are gen
erated once. a copy of the changed state of the data header 
must be saved during generation to be restored on every 
data average while the FPP computes the automath. 

Fig. 8 shows the rcsultant tf1lt;CS generated by 8UtOlllillh 
for group delay whcregroup delav :1phase/Mrecluencv. 
Malh is applied to the complex data block. not the coor· 
dinates that are displayed (e.g., magnitude and phase), so 
the I)hase of the fre<llIellc:\" reSI)Olhll must he expressed in 
{";OItll)lcx form. The natural log of thp comple,," dala wil1 
put Ihp phase information in the imaginary part or Ihedata 
Muhiplying by 0 + 11 resul ts in negali\"(� phase being in the 
real part of the data. The real-part command clears the 
imaginary pllrt of the data. r(lsulting in ncgath'e-phase in
formatinn only. The dlffefenlinte {:ommand (;ompletes the 
gffJUp delay by diHerf'l1tiating with reSI)cct to frequency, 
Fig. 9 shows the phase of the frequHlu:y t(!sponsc measure
ment used by automath for the plot in Fig. 11. 

• ••• 

• 

Fig. 9, PJol 01 phase (Of frequency response In FIg B 

Autoealibratlon 
The HP 3562A calibration $Oftware has two parts. First. 

a -alibration measuremt>nt routine calculates complex. 
\'aluOO correction dala for the two input channels. The�e 
calibrations can run automaticalh' to ac.:count for tempera
ture--inducOO drift in the input circuits. including Ihe 
po\\'pr-uj) temperature transient. Second. correction curvc ... 
(Ont� for each display trace) are generatf'd on df'mand for 
use bv the mea�urement softwafC Thf'88 correction cun'!'s 
combine the input chann!'1 corre'ction data with analvti( 
responSE> cun'CS for the digital filters to pro\'ide complctc 
c.llibration of the di�played measurement result.s 

The HP 3562A input channels ha\"£� four programmable 
attE'nualors.! The first. or primary. att(>nualor pads 10 dB. 
. 20 dB. and -40 dB) each have significantl\" different 
frequency response characteristics, As a result, separate 
calibration data is rC<luired for each primary pad. Since 
the HP 3562A measurement software can perform bolh 
sillgle-channel and cross-channel measurements. it may 
demand an)" of 15 distinct correction curve formats (SC{l 
Fig. 10). Rather than collect 15  sets of data during calibra
lion. six sets are carefully chosen 50 that the remaining 
nine sets caD be derived. 

The first choice for these basic six sets would bP the 
single-channel calibrations A11II• AlO' A�o' Boo. B�o' and B�D 
(the subscripts refer to a particular pad of the primary at
tenuator). The HP 3562A single-channel calibration hard
ware find techniques are adapted from the HP 3561A.� Two 
dasses of errors call be id£'ntified in this technique. Onc 
dass of errors has identical effects in both channels. and 
Iherefore has no effect on the accuracy of a cross-chamwl 
correction derived from sillllle-channd corrections. Finite· 
resolution trigger phase correction is an example of such 
an error term. The other class of errors has different effects 
in each channel. and therefore will d�grade the accuracy 
of derived cross-channel corrert ions. Slew-rate limiting of 
the Ilscudorandom 1I0ise ,.alihration signal by the input 
channel amplifiers is nn error of the second class. While 
the cumulative errors in this second class are small with 
r{'spect 10 the single.dlOnnel phase specification [et 1 2  de
grees al 100 kllzj, they ar£' too lurge to provide state-or-Ihe· 
art channel-to-channel match performance. 

Therefore. the basic six t;olibration dllta sets must allow 
cro.ss-channel corrC(;tions to Iw derived with no t:ontribu
lion from single.channel t{'rllls The highlighted elements 
of rig, 10 identify the hasic six sets, A tvpical f(·lationship 
between derived and basic (:ross-chanll('1 corrections Is' 

whr>re the square brackets enclose stored tenns. 
Single.dmnHc1 corr(J·(.;tiulI dUld is deri\"l�d frum �joKll'

l.hnnnel and cfoss-r.hllllncl terms. ror example: 

where B�tyt\oo is derived as shown above. 
The fh'c basic cross-channl'1 corrections an', lile the 

si ngle·dmnnel correction. ml'astll1'd during the calibration 
roulilll�. The periodic chirp sotlne is ( (jllJw(.t!'d inlf'Tlltllh 
10 both (:honn£'ls for a bare-wire frNIUCnC\' response mt'a-
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surement. a dimet measure of input rhannel makh. The 
periodic chirp provides even distribution of energy over 
the whole hequellcy Sl)an of interest. It is also synchroni..:ed 
wit h the sample block duration to eliminate leakage effects. 

Now consider the corrections for the second. third. and 
fourth input altenuators (secondary pads). The primary pad 
correction dala (Ilrcady contains corroctlons for t hp. partkll
lar secondary pads engaged during primary pad calibralion. 
Thus. secondary pad correction must account for changes 
in the input (;hannel frequency response when diffefflllt 
s<.lcondary pads are engaged. These rola\ive secondary pad 
corrections are negligible when compared with the single. 
c.;hilnnel specification. However. their effects arc significant 
fot channel-to-channel match performance, 

A pair of bare-wire channel-to-channel match measure
ments is used to generate relath·a calibration data for the 
secondary pads. Onc channel-to-channel match measum
ment is used as a reference-the absolute correclion for its 
secondary p!:Id configuration is containud within thu pri
mary pad data. In the other channel-to·channel fTI!:Itch mea
surement. olle secondary pad is switched in onc channel. 
The ratio of these two channel-to-channel match measure
munts is the relative correction for the switc.;hed pad with 
respect to the reference pad. For example. consider a refer
ence configuration of o-dB primary pad (subscript 00) and 
o-dB. o-dB. O-dO secondary I)ads (subseril)t 0.0.0) in both 
chanuels. Increment the last atlel1uator in Channel 2 to 2 
dB for a configuratioll of 00-0.0.2. Then the relative correc
tion for the - 2-dB pad in the last allenuator of Channel 2 
is calculated from: 

(BOCH •. O.:z1 Aoo_o.o.o}/( "110.0.0.01 Aou-o.o.n) '" Bou.o.o.:z/Boo-n.o,o 

For an arbitrory secondary pad configuration. I he relative 
corrections for each attenuator arc combined. The relative 
secondary pad corrections can be modoled over the 0-10-
100-kHz hcquency span as a magnitude offset and a Ilhllse 
ramp. With this Simplification. secondary pad calibration 
dllta can be measured at one frequency using the HP 
3562A's built-in sine source. The combined secondary pad 
correction is then a magnitude-offsetlphase-ramp adjust
ment to the primary pad correction. The resultant correc
tion curve produces channel-to-channel match accur(lCY of 
:!:O.l dB and :!:0.5 degree. 
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Measurement Modes and Digital 

Demodulation for a Low-Frequency 

Analyzer 
by Raymond C. Blackham, James A. Vasll, Edward S. Atkinson, and Ronald W. Potter 

T
HE HP 3562A DYNAMIC SIGNAL ANALYZER pro
vhjl;l); thrt:e dUftmml mt:al:iun:menl IIlUdt:5 fur low
frequency spectrum and network analysis from 64 

J..IHz 10 100 kHz within one instrument with two input 
channels and a dynamic range of 80 dB: 
• Swept sine 
• Logarithmic resolution 
• FIT-based linear resolution. 
These measurement modes use advanced digital signal pro
cessing algorithms to provide more accurate and more re
peatable measurements than previously available with con
ventional analog circuit approaches. 

Swept Sine Mode 
The swept sine measurement is based on the Fourier 

series representation of a periodic signal. Consider a 
stimulus signal: 

applied to the device under tesl (DUT) and a response 
signal: 

where Cj and dl are complex numbers. and Cl =: C�j and 
01 = d '  j so thal 5(11 and r(1) are real signals. Ideally. S(I) is  
a perfect si lie wave with perhaps a de offset. or c" '" 0 for 
n>1. The fre<luency response of the DUT at frequency f = 
w/2'IT Hz is defined to be dl/cl. Theswept sine measurement 
is a series of measurements of 01 and Cl for different fre
quencies. 

The HP 3562A assumes that sit) is connected to ils Chan
nel 1 input and r(t) is connected to its Channel 2 input. Cl 

is calculated using the standard Fourier series integral: 

' iT Cl = T !I s(l)e kool dl. 

where T ;- 2'f1'lw '" IIf. cl l  is calculated in the same way 
using r(t) in place of S(I). 

The HP 3562A carries oul this calculation on both input 
signals as follows (given for sIt) only): 
L The signal is sampled £11 iuwrvals of T. =- IIf,. with f. 
= the sample frequency. Let s" =0 s(nT.1 for n = O. I. 2. ". 

2. sn is multiplied by e jwn in real lime using a digilaJ local 
o:.cilldtor. 
3. Samples spanning the time (N+19)T •. where N is a 
positive integer. are used in a numerical integration al· 
gorithm to calculate an approximation to: 

1 i'" - s{tle -!Nl dt MT 
• 

where M is a positive integer. MT-""(user-entcred integra
tion time)<M{T+l). and IN-1 )T."':MT<NT •. 
4. IcI12. ldtI2. and dlcj (the trispoclruml are calculated. 
5. Steps 3 and 4 are repealed the number of times specified 
by the user-entered number of averages. 
6. The values of ICII� thus calculated are averaged together 
and stored. Thesame is done forld,1 2 and d,cj {trispectrum 
average). 
Integration Algorithm. Since: 

we can simplify: 

and wc obtain: 

as desired. 

forn = I 

forn .", 1 

= .1. � c" elwln i' T n_ _ G 

' iT 'f 0 C ""'s(t)dl -= Cl 

The integral Ciln be evaluated separately for the rea! and 
imltginary parts. However, if the integral is not evaluated 
exactly. the terms for which 11#1 will notcanccl completely 
alld will contribute an error to the estimale of C l' This error 
could be particularly severe if thero is a large dc offset or 
significant harmonic components In sIt). The integration 
algorithm Is designed to guarantee that any contribution 
from a component Cl of 5(1) for i# 1 to Ihe integral estimate 
is a factor of 3xlO� (90 dB) less Ihan Ic;l. For example. if 
Cl = 1 Itlld Co .., 10. Ihe resulting eslimate of Cl would be 
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affected by the Co term by a factor of no more than 
10f(3X I0�) "" 3X10 ., or -70 dB. 

The numerical integration is performed using a fifth· 
order composite quadrature integration formula as follows. 
Consider six adjacent samples of Sne ·I ..... T •. Find the fifth
order polynomial passing through these six points. Inte
grate this polynomial between the middle two points. Now 
move everything forward. in time, one sample (overlapping 
five samples) and repeat the procedure (see Fig. 1). 

The interval over which this polynomial is integrated is 
contiguous with the previous integration interval. The sum 
of these two integrals is an approximation of the integral 
of the conlinuous signal s(t)e "'" over the two sample 
periods. Continuing. we can cover as large an interval as 
desired that is a multiple of the sample period T •. This 
integration method is similar to Simpson's method of nu· 
merical integration (also a composite quadrature formula), 
which integrates a second-order polynomial passing 
through three adjacent Saml)les over two sample periods 
as shown in Fig. 2. Note that the fifth-order formula used 
in the HP 3562A uses two points beyond each end of the 
integrotioll interval. 

Now. to allow integration over an flrbitrar}' interval rather 
than a multiple of the sample period T •. a separate quad ra
ture integration formula is calculated to integrate over a 
portion of a sample period at the end of the integration 
interval. as shown in Fig. 3. This last quadrature formula 
depends on the value of MT. the interval of integration of 
the Fourier series integral , which. in turn. depends on the 
frequency of the Signal component we are trying to esti
mate. Therefore. this formula must be recalculated for each 
point in the frequency sweep of the measurement. Fortu
nately. it is a relatively simple calculation. For more infor
malion. many numerical analysis texts such as reference 
1 are available containing sections on general composite 

quadrature integration methods. 
This numerical integration method. when applied to a 

signal of the form eJ" .. T,. loses accuracy as the frequency 
w increases. For example. using this method to estimate 
the value of: 

� e""' dt = O  lh. 2� " 

Fig. 1. Fifth-order poIyno(mai mtegrallon 
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Fig. 2. SeconcJ-order po/yflOfTllal mtegra/!on usmg S!mpson's 
�,-

resuHs in a value with magnitude less than 3 x 1 0  � (90 
dB below the signal level) for frequencies such that thereare 
at least ten samples per cycle, or forT.<O.1{2-:rlwJ. Hence. 
limiting the frequency components of the incoming signal 
to O.lf •. where f. - the sample frequency. would guarantee 
a sufficient amount of rejection of the terms in the Fourier 
expansion of sit) for which 11#1. If we used Simpson's rule 
instead. this limit would be considerably lower. 

To attenuate the errors caused by terms in s(t) above this 
frequency limit. the signal s" e I<oon is passed through a short 
low-pass FIR (finite impulse response) filter with a gain of 
1.0 at dc. This FIR filter is of the same form as the quadrature 
integration formulas. and can be combined with them as 
if they were two consecutive FIR filters. The result is a 
modified coml)Qsite quadrature integration formula which 
incorporates the attenuation characteristics of both the 
fifth-order composite quadrature formula and the Fm filter. 
and therefore. will attenuate contributions of terms in the 
expansion of sit) by lit least 90 dB forall such terms between 
dc and f/2. The form this formula takes is a dot product 
between samples of the input signal and a vector of coeffi
cients as illustrated in Fig. 4. 

The number of coefficients in the leading and ending 
portions of lhe coefficient vector is the same for all inte
gration intervals MT. The number of coefficients of value 
1 in the center of the coefficient \'ector increases with MT. 
In the HP 35621\. there are 18 leading and 19 ending coef
ficients. Because of the separate quadrature formula for lhe 
last (partial) interval. the coefficients are not symmetric 
(e.g .. the ending coefficients are not a reversed version of 
the leading coefficients). 

Signal components not harmonically related 10 the mea
surement frequency (f .. ]fr) will not. in general. be at
tenuated by as much as 70 clB. Fig. 5 represents the relation
ship between attenuation of a frequency component of a 
signal and frequency. To attenuate such nonharmonically 
related signal compon�nts. the integration time MTcoll be 
increased by increasing M. 

Errors in the estllllation of Cl can also be produced by a 
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less than perfect sequence for e�)DooT •. say. e-I-T. � E". 
where En is an error sequence. If sIt) has a significant dc 
component so. so that 5(1) = So + St cos(wt + dJ), and En 
has a significant dc component Eo. then the lerm Eoso will 
appear in the Fourier series integral and not cancel out. In 
the HP 3562.'\. the local oscillator signal e .... n + E" has 
En ::i:  3 X l0-4• hence this is not a significant prohlem. 

Similarly, a stimulus signal with significant harmonic 
components (and subharmonic component5 in the case of 
a signal generated digitally and passed through a digital-to
analog converter) can cause harmonic and intermodulation 
distortion products from a nonlinear OUT to add spurious 
signal components at the measurement frequency. which 
will contribute directly to the error in ""lim3ting Cl for a 
pure stimulus signal. This problem is addressed by the 
signal source design of the HP 3562A, which has no har
monic or subharmonic signal terms greater than 60 dB 
below the fundamental frequency component. 
Sweep. The HP 3562A uses a stepped sine sweep rather 
than a continuous sweep. The instrument determines the 
frequency 10 be measured and sweeps the stimulus source 
frequency to this determined value. The HP 3562A then 
waits for transients to settle (usually 20% of the chosen 
integration time) and then begins the measurement at that 
frequency point. 

The frequency resolution of a sweep (selected by the 
user) is the difference between adjacent frequencies in the 
measurement. Since the frequencies are at discrete points, 
important frequency response characteristics between 
these points might he missed. For this reason. the HP 3562A 
has an autoresolution mode. In this mode. the instrument 
automatically takes finer frequency steps where necessary 
so that the user can specify a coarse resolution to speed 
up the measurement sweep without missing important in
formation about the fre<lucncy response. The HP 3562A 
determines the frequency spacing based on the magnitude 
of the (complex) difference between the frequency reSI)Qllse 
estimates of the last two measurements relative to t.he 
geometriC average of the magnitudes of the two frequency 
responses. A large relative difference indicates a significant 
change in magnitude or phase of the frequency response 
over this frequf!ncy interval. IInd so the instrument de
creases the frequency step to the next measurement point. 

l -j I- !---Integ,atlon Interval -1 
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After taking a measurement at a particular frequency point, 
if the instrument determines it has stepped too far, it hacks 
up and takes the measurement again at a frequency closer 
to the previous measurement frequency. 
Autointegrate. The nonharmonic noise rejection of the 
Fourier series integration algorithm depends on the inte
gration time selected by the user. For measurements in 
which the signal-to-noise ratio is not constant over the 
frequency range, the user must select an integration time 
that takes the lowest signal-to-noise ratio into account. Be
cause integration over a period this long is not required 
over the entire frequency spall, lime will be wasted if this 
integration time is used at each frequency point. The HP 
3562A has an automatic integration feature Lhat decides 
how long to integrate (up to the user-entered integration 
time) at each measurement frequency based all the effect 
the noise has on the measured transfer function magnitude 
at that fn .. -quency. 

This is accomplished as follows. A small amount of data 
is taken and the transfer function estimate is computed. 
The same amount of data is taken again and the transfer 
function is again computed. Tho two data segments are 
contiguous; no dota is missed. This is done three times. 
and the normalized variance of the magnitude of the trans· 
fer function is estimated. From this, the variance is esti
mated for the error on the transfer function magnitude that 
would result if it were calculated using Cl single Fourier 
series integral over all the data. If this estimate is larger 
than a user-entered level, another contiguous block of data 
is takcn and the procedure is repeated. Otherwise. the result 
of the single Fourier series integra! over all the data is used 
to calculate the transfer function estimate. 
Autogain. For non I inear devices. the tl"dllsfer function will 
be a function of the level of the inl)ul to the device. It may 
be important to control the level of the signal at either lhe 
input or the output of the DUT. The HP 3562A's automatic 
gain feature allows this by adjusting the signal source level 
:such that the desire(1 reference signal level is IIchieved. 
The HP 3562A first estimates what the correct source level 
would be based on the result at the previous measurement 
frequency. The source is set at this level and a measurement 
is taken. If the reference sIgnal is estimated to be within 
I dB of the desired level. the HP 3562A goes on to the next 
measurement frequency. If Ilot, the HP 3562A adjusts the 
source level. waits for trans ients to die oul. and repeats 
the measurement. The possibility of an infinite loop is 
uliminated by the algorithm. which quits trying to adjust 
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the source Jevel and goes on to the next frequency point 
if the algorithm tries 10 move the source Signal back toward 
a previous level. 

Log Resolution Mode 
The logarithmic resolution mode of the HP 3562A makes 

frequency-domain measurements at logarithmically spaced 
frequency pOints (lines) instead of the linearly spaced 
points measured by a standard Hneor resolution FIT mea
surement. This results in more measurements at the lower 
frequencies than at the higher frt.'quencies (as shown ill 
Fig. 6a). which is exactly what we want when trying to 
understand the respollse of a system over a large span. 
When the measured points are plaited on a log frequency 
axis. they are spaced linearly over the entire measurement 
span (sce Fig. 6b). Hence, a single measurement proVides 
an excellent understanding of the response of a system 
over a wide frequency range (up to five decades in the case 
of the HP 3562A). This Bode-plot type of measurement is 
especially useful when measuring electronic filters and 
dynamic control systems. 
Measurement Points. Another way to say that the log res
olution lines are logarithmically spaced is to say that they 
are proportionally spaced. That is, the ratio between the 
locations of any two adjacent lines is a constant. If we call 
this constant k. we can relate the locations of adjacent lines 
by: 

f,,(m+ 1 )  s kf,(m} 

Applying this equ<ltion recursively yields: 

Since the log resolution mode of the HP 3562A provides 
a fixed resolution of 80 points per decade. we know that 
fc{m +80) = kllOf,,(m) and thal fc(m+80) = lOfc{m). Taken 
togethor. these equations state: 

f,,(m +n) = 10'�81'\{m) 

If we define the conter frequency of Ihe first measured 
point to he fs! (start frequency) and let m = 0 at this fre
quency, then we see that the nth line is defined by: 

(1 ) 

If we now define the upper band edge of the nth line to 
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be halfwav between f, (n) and f,{n+ 1) and the lower band 
edge of the nth line to be halfway between f,,(n) and fLln 1) 
when plotted on a log frequency axis. we can define the 
bandwidth of line n to be: 

Since the halfway point on a log axis is the geometric 
mulln on a linear axis. we have: 

Subslituting the center frequency definition derived 
above (Equation 1) yields: 

which shows that bandwidth is a percentage of the canter 
fre<luency. 
Single-Decade Measurements. The difference between a 
log swept sine measurement and a log resolution measure
ment is that while the former is computed a point at a time, 
the latter uses the n-r to compute a decade at a time. 

The first step in making a single-decade log resoluUon 
measurement is to produces linear spectrum for each chan
nel. To do this, a 2048-point time block is taken with the 
low· pass filters set to a spall equal to the stop frequency 
of the desired measurement. A Hanning window is then 
applied to the time domain data and two FITs are per
formed. yielding the linear spectra: S" and Sr' 

Now three results are computed: Chanllel 1 power spec
trum G"", Channel 2 power spectrum Cyy. and the cross
power spectrum Gy,,_ Averaging the cross-power spectrum 
rather than computing the frC<luency response directly is 
called trispectral averaging and is described in appendix 
A of reference 2. 

For each log resolution line within the decade. the linear 
resolution measurements between f1ow",(n) and fupp.,,(n) are 
added together. The result of these summalions is the log 
resolution measurement for this line. Fig. 7 shows the shape 
of a representative log resolution line and it can be seen 
that there is no perceptible ripple in the band pass area. 

The summing process is repeated for each of the 80 log 
resolution lines. Since the linear resolution points being 
.c:ummpr/ h:lVe a constant spacing. the number of points 
used to form each line will increase as the line center 
frequency increases. Since the roll-off of the line shape is 
related to the Hanning window that was applied to the 
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linear resolution points, the roll-off becomes sleeper (with 
respect to log f) for lines at higher frequencies_ 
tI.'lulUdecade Measurements. When a span of more Ihan 
one decade is selected. lhe above procedure is applied once 
per decade. In the multidecade case there is one important 
difference. Each channel of the HP 3562/\ contains two 
digital filters (required for filtering the complex lime data 
produced by zoomed linear resolution measurements). and 
the digital filter controller hardware is intelligent enough 
to allow each filter to be set in dependent h·. Therefore. 
measurements on t ..... o decades can be made in parallel. 
The collection of dala in log resolution mode is always 
done on a baseband span (i.e., it has a O-Hz start frequency). 
In the multidocad e  case, the data for the first decade (lowest 
frequency) is processed by one filter and the data for the 
remaining decades is processed sCQuentially by the other 
filter. In addition to the parallel dala cotlection and process
ing. overlap processing can also be done on the first decade 
(which has the longest time record) to speed up the mea
surement even more. 

Multidecade log resolution measurements should be used 
ani)' for measuring stationary signals. because the data rec
ords for the various decades are not collected simultane
ously. This is also Ule reason for disallowing triggered mea
surements in log resolution mode. 
Power Spectrum Accuracy. It was pointed out above that 
each log resolution line is formed by combining an integer 
number of linear resolution points. It should be apparent 
that this causes the actual bandwidth of each line to vary 
from the ideal bandwidth for that line. Frequency response 
measurements arc not affected by this deviation since the 
amount of deviation is the samo in each channel. However. 
il is noticeable when a power spectrum measurement of a 
broad band signal is made. The amplitude of the resulting 
spectrum (compared to the ideal result) would be too high 
al lines where the bandwidth is greater than ideal (because 
the line measures power over a wider band than ideal) and 
too low at lines where the bandwidth is less than ideal. 

To resolve this problem. the power spectrum is " cor
rocted." This is don(l by first dividing the measured Ilower 
of each line by th(l actual bandwidth of that line (thus 
producing tho power spoctral density of the line) and then 
multiplying by the ideal bandwidth of that line. Although 
this technique works well when measuring broadband sig
nals. it  does mean that log resolution measurements will 
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Fig. 7. Representative log resolu/Jon Ime shape 

not )'ield accurate results wben measuring a narrowband 
(e.g .• fixed sine) signal. The error in this case can be as 
much as + 1.7 dB. -2.3 dB abo\'e the basic measurement 
accuracy and Hanning window uncertainty. 

All of this implies that when using log resolutioD mode. 
the user should keep its purpose in mind: 10 provide accu
rate measurements on stationary broadband signals Dver it 
wide span. 

Linear Resolution Mode 
In its FIT-based linear resolution mode. the HP 3562A 

can perform a broad range of frequency. time. and 
amplitude domain measurements: 
• Frequency: linear spectrum. power spoc!nun. cross

spectrum. frequency response. and coherence measure
ments 

• Time: autocorrelation. crosscorrelation, and impulse re
sponse measurements 

• Amplitude: histogram, probability densily function 
(POF). and cumulative distribution function (CDF). 
The frequency domain measurements are made with 800 

spectral lines of resolution over the selected frequency span 
in either single-channel or dual--channel operation. The 
custom digital filtering hardware allows the selected fre
quency span to be as narrow as 10.24 mHz for baseband 
measurements. or 20.48 mHz for zoom measurements. The 
cOllter frequency for zoom measurements can be set with 
a resolution of 64 11Hz anywhere within the instrument"s 
overall frC<luency range. 

Averaging can best be described in terms of the quantity 
being averaged and the type of averaging being performed. 
If time averaging is selected. then the quantity being 8ver
aged is the linear spoctrum of the input time record. The 
averaging is done in the frequency domain so that the cali
bration and trigger correction can be done as a simple block
multiply operation. lIowever, this is essentially the same 
as averaging the time records. Time averaging is useful for 
improving the signal-Io-noise ratio when a n  appropriate 
trigger signal is available. A time-averaged frequency re
sponse function is computed by simply dividing the aver
aged output linear spectrum by the averaged input linear 
spectrum. 

If lime averaging is not selected, thell the quantity beillg 
B\'eraged is the selected measurement function itself (e.g .. 
power spectrum. autocorrelation. etc). If a fre<luency re
sponse measurement is selected. then a trispectrum average 
is performed. where the averaged quantities are the input 
power spectrum Gn• the output power spectrum CH' and 
the cross spectrum CV1<' Power averaging is useful for reduc
ing the variance of a spectral estimate. 

The type of averaging depends on the algorithm applied 
to the average quantIty. Stable averaging is simply the sum 
of the averaged quantities divided by the number of aver
ages (all data is weighted equally). Exponuntial averaging 
results in u moving average in which new data is weighted 
more than prev ious data (useful for dynamically changing 
signals). For fre<luency domain measurements. an addi
tional type of Bveraging, peak hold, is provided. Peak hold 
results in a composite spectrum made up of the maximum 
value that has occurred in eaCh of the 800 spectral lines. 
This type is useful for dotecting noise peaks, signal drift. 
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Demodulation Example 

Fig 1 shows the mstrumentatlon for measUflng the distortloo 
of an ordInary cone loudspeaker, In which both amplitude and 
phase dIstortion occur The technique IS to apply the sum of a 
low-frequency voltage and a rTlIdrange-!reQuency yo1!age 10 the 
speaker, and then \0 demodulate the components thal appear 
around the mldrange tone Here, the ffildrange stgnat becomes 
the cam er, and the :ow-frequency tone generales the modulation 
sldebands 

Microphone 

J} 
Speeke. 

Uncle. Tesl 

e.lernel Trigger lor Time AVe<eg,ng 

In any speaker system of this type. the cone suspenSion acts 
like a nonlmeal spring that tends to 5\ll1en a1 the extremes of 
cone excurSKJrl ThiS causes some degree of amplitude modula
tion of the m.drange Signal by the Iow-trequency sIgnal In add,· 
\I()O. because of the motoo 01 the cone th8l9 Will be a Doppler 
shift of the rnldr8nge frequency by the Iow·frequency component 
Th,s Wilt show as freQuency or phase modulation Even though 

------ -------

Fig. 1. The measurement of 
loudspeaker Intermodula/1OfI dls-
10rtJOn When the sum of a Iow·fre
Quency sinusOIdal signal and a 
hlgher.freQuency sinusoidal slg
nailS applied t08 speaker, varIOUS 
nonl,neafl/les cause modula/ran of 
the hlgher-lreQuency SIgnal by the 
iow-frequency SIgnal Both phase 
and amplitude modulatJOfl Will 
generally occur Slmullaneously 
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Fig. 2. Power spectrum of microphone Signal shoWing 2O-Hz 
modulation sldebands around the 1200·Hz camer 

or maximum vibration at each frequency. 

The HP 3562A's built-in source provides a variety of 
output signals to satisfy many different network measure
ment requirements. The random noise output is a broad
band. truly random signal. Since it is nonperiodic. it has 
continuous energy content across the measurement span 
and an appropriate window (e.g" a Hanning window) must 
be applied 10 reduce leakage. Averaging the random noise 
inpul and response signals reduces the effects of non
linearities in the network under test. This, in effect. 
linearizes the network's frequency response function. By 
using random noise as a stimulus. the response function 
calculated from a lrispectrum average (Gy,.lG",,) is a Linear 
least-squares estimate of the network frequency response. 

The periodic chirp output is essentially a fast sine sweep 
wholl�' contained within the measurement lime record. 
This output is also a broadband signal. but since it is 
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these two types ol lnlermodulatlon dlstortlOl'l ale caused by dif
ferent mechanisms. therr waveforms are still very much related 
In lome 

Fig. 2 shows the powel spectrum 01 the speaker output s,gnal 
centered around the mldrange frequency. as measured by the 
microphone F'g 3 shows the demodulated lIme wavefOl'ms for 
ampl,tude arn::l phase us'ng the mldrange freQuency as the cat
ner Ftnally. Fig 4 shows the HP 3562A's demod-polar plot, In 
wh'ch both types of distortion are shown Simultaneously. The 
Ollgin for the call1er vector is at the left of the plot, and only the 
tiP locus IS shown. The carner vector amplitude valles coherently 
With the phase modulallDn. even though these vanatlons tend [0 
be caused by totally different types 01 nonllneanty 

Ronald W. Porter 
Consultant 

periodic, leakage-free measurements can be made without 
windowing. Thus. a single. nonaveraged measurement 
using the periodic chirp signal gives accurate results in 
many linear applications. The periodic chirp also has a 
higher rms-to-peak mtio than stimuli using random noise. 

The HP 3562A also provides a burst random noise output 
that combines many of the benefits of the above source 
outputs. The random noise output is gated on for a user
selectable percentage of the measurement time record. If 
the network response signal decays to a negligible level 
within the time record, then a leakage-free measurement 
can be made without windowing. Since the signal is trun
cated random noise, it has continuous rather than discrete 
energy across the frequency span. 

The periodic chirp output can also be operated in a burst 
mode. All of these broadband signals are band-limited to 
the measurement frequency span, even for 7.aomed opera-
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Fig. 3. (Top) Average of ten demodulated AM time 
waveforms. The modulallon Index is approximately 12% The 
endpomts are sel 10 zero /0 show camer amplitude (Botrom) 
Averagt! of ten demodulated PM lime waveforms showmg 
approximately 50 degrees of peak- Io-peak pf18se modu/al/on 
The endpom/s are sel la zero phase 

tion. In addition to these broadbanrl signals. a narrowband 
signal. fixed sine, is available for stimulating a network at 
11 single frequency. 

A special source protect feature is provided for those 
applications where an abrupt change in excitation power 
Jevel can cause damage to the device under test. When this 
feature is invoked. it provides two types of protection. First. 
when the source level is changed. the output  ramps 10 the 
new level instead of changing immediately. Second. if the 
source is on and the user changes any parameters that affoct 
the source output (e.g .. center frequency. span. or source 
Iype). then the source output ramps down to 7.ero volts. 

Within the HP 3562A. the demodulation process is per
formed digitally rather than by more conventional analog 
methods. This process (see following section) can be 
thought of as a measurement preprocessor in which the 
input is a modulated carrier and the output is a time record 
of only the modulating signals. The demodulated AM. FM. 

or PM time records can thon be used as inputs to any of 
the measurermmts available in the linear resolution mode. 

For applications where the carrier frC<luency may not be 
known. there is an autocarrier mode in which the demod
ulation procnss alltomaticallv determinos the carrier fre· 
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Fig. 4. Demod-poIaJ plot ApprOXImately three cycles 0' /he 
IOQJs of the /IP of the modu/aled camer vector are shown 
aher ten demodulated (lme record averages. The dashed Ime 
shows the IoaJs of constant calf,er amplllude The marker 
on thiS Ime shows /ne zero phase point. COffespondmg 10 an 
unmodulaled camer 

quency required to demodulate the input signal correctly. 

Digital Demodulation 
In many applications. a signal spectrum will have a nar· 

row bandwidth. and the information of interest is carried 
by the modulation of that signal. A carrier can either be 
amplitude or phase modulated. and both types of modula
tion can coexist. Frequency modulation is essentially the 
same as phase modulation. with the frequency-versus-time 
modulation waveform beinglhe time derivative of thc e<IUiv
alent phase-versus-time waveform. 

In general, the user would like to demodulate any such 
narrowband Signals. and would like to separate amplitudo 
modulation from phase or frequency modulation. In addi
tion. the amplitude andlor phase of the carrier may also be 
of interes!. In the HP 3562A. either the modulation time 
waveforms or their equivalent frequency spectra can be 
obtained. and the two Iypes of modulation can be displayed 
together i n  a polar plot to show ally relationships that might 
exist between the two. 
Demouulation Equations. Any narrowhand signal can be 
represented as a modulated carrier. and expressed in the 
following form: 
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x(l) m(tjel"-" + m'(I)e 1<0>,,1 

where the carrier angular frequency is w in radians/second 
and m(l) is the complex modulating waveform given by: 

m{t) - A[l + a(II]8I• I'1 

The carrier amplitude and phase are represented by Ihe 
complex number A. while all} and I/1(t) represent the 
amplitude and phase modulating wa\'eforms, respectively. 
The quantity m'(I) represents the complex conjugate of 
m{t), Thus. xltj is a real modulated waveform formed by 
the sum of a complex waveform and itscomplex conjugate. 

As long as the spectra for the two parts of x(tl do not 
overlap in  the fmquency domain. it is possible to separate 
the amplitude and phase modulation components unam· 
biguously. There am several ways to accomplish this. but 
one of the simplest ways is to construct a single,sided filter 
thal only passes the positive frequency image. This is done 
in the HP 3562A by digitally shifting the positive image of 
the signal spectrum down to a frequency band near the 
origin. and then passing the resulting complex time 
waveform through a digital low-pass filler. 

Assuming that the negative frequency image has been 
completely rejected by the low-pass filter, the oUlput time 
waveform will contain only the positive spectral image, 
and can be written as: 

y(t) =- m(IJeiou.l 

:>e All + a(t))ei( .... , • •  ,'JI 

u(t) + ;v(t) 

Here. u(t) and v(t) are real lime waveforms, and are the real 
and imaginary parts of y(t). respectively. 

The magnitude of y(t) gives the amplitude modulation 
waveform. while the phase of y(t} gives the phase modula
tion, including the carrier ramp OlD!. Hence: 

(2) 

tan -'[ v(tj/u(tll '" LA + w"t + !jI(t) (3) 

If Equation 3 is differentiated with respect 10 time. the 
carrier phase disappears. giving: 

v(l) "" Wo + d4r/dt (4) 

The carrier frequency Wo is estimated by calculating the 
average value of Equal ion 4 weighted by a Hanning window 
to reduce errors caused by leakage effects. \Vhen this carrier 
term is removed, the remainder is the frequency modulat· 
i.ng wavefonn. This quantity is then integrated with respect 
to time. obtaining the phase modulating waveform «I) with 
all carrier components removed. A similar technique of 
weighted averaging is used in Equation 2 t o  define the 
carrier amplitude A so that the amplitude modulating 
waveform a(t) can be obtained. 
Digital Demodulation in Practice. Although the basic de
modulation equations described above are straightforward. 
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there are a number of practical details that must be consid· 
ered in the implementation of these equations. 

The data flow block diagram for this process is shown 
in Fig. 8. The demodulation is introduced immediately 
after Ihe digital antialiasin8 filier, and just before the vari
ous measurement options arc selected. Thus. most of the 
nnrmlll Iypf>" of m�l'I"uremenls that can be made on input 
time records can also be made on demodulated time rec
ords. This includes ensemble averaging. transfer and coher· 
ence function calculations, correlation fUflctions. histo
grams, and power spectra. The type of demodulation can 
be selected separately for each of the HP 3562A's two input 
channels, so it is possible to demodulate amplitude and 
phase (or frequency) simultaneously. 

If any parts of the original positive and negative frc
quency Sl)ectral images overlal), then it is not possible to 
separate the two modulating waveforms unambiguously. 
If demodulation is atleml)ted in this case. the resulting 
waveforms will not be entirely correct. This overlap can 
occur about the frequency origin if the original modulation 
bandwidth is excessive. or it can occur around half the 
sampling frequency because of aUasing. 

Any spectral components in the band ncar the carrier 
arc assumed to be modulation sidebands around that car
rier. If this is not the case, errors will be introduced into 
the demodulated waveforms. For example, if there is an 
additive spectral component at the ac line frequency, this 
component must be removed before demodulation is al
tempted, or there will be line frequency components in 
both the amplitude and phase waveforms. U de or any 
carrier harmonics are present in the original spectrum. 
these must also be removed. or else they will appear as 
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modulation components al the carrier frequency_ 
The HP 3562A has provisions for remo\'ing selected re

gions of the spectrum before the demodulation process. 
There is a pre\'iew mode. in which the original spectrum 
can be displa�'ed before the demodulation step. A number 
of frequency regions can be selected. within which the 
spectrum is replaced by a straight line segment connecting 
the end points of each region. In this manner, narrow bands 
of contaminating interference can be effecth'ely remo\·ed 
from the data before demodulation is initiated. 

If the original signal passes through any filter whose 
passband is not constant with frequency, there will be some 
cOn\'ersion of one type of modulation to the other. Thus. 
it is very important that the filter transfer characteristics 
be completely removed from the signal before demodula
tion is attempted. This is particularly important for any 
phase slope (or group del ay variation) introduced by the 
filter, since most antialiasing filters have large group delay 
changes, especially near the cutoff frequency, even though 
the Ilassband amplitude characteristic may be \fery flat. 
There is an automatic system calibration cycle in the HP 
3562A. during which the filter transfer function is mea
sured. It is then automatically removed from each record 

of the data before demodulation is initiated. This keeps 
intermodulalion conversion errors below a nominal le\·el 
of about -50 dB. 

Since it is possible 10 measure both amplitude and phase 
modulatjon waveforms Simultaneously. there is a special 
displar mode in wbich these Iwo quantities can be shown 
together :\ modulation process can be em'is:ioned as a 
variation in the amplitude and or phase of a carrier vector 
{or phasor). Thus, the locus of the tip of this vector can be 
used to describe the modulation. The HP 3562A's demod
polar display mode shows this locus using rectangular 
coordinates. This allows any mutual relationships that 
might exist between amplitude and phase modulation 
waveforms to be shown. This can be very useful. for exam
ple, when the causes of various types of intermodulation 
distortion are under investigation, as illustrated by the 
example given in the box on page 22. 
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Analyzer SyntheSizes Frequency 

Response of Linear Systems 
by James L. Adcock 

A 
CQMPLI:.-n; CAPABILITY for synthesizing the fre
(Iuency response of linear systems based on their 
pole-zero, poln-residue, or polynomial model is in

cluded ill the liP 3562A Signal Analyzer. This synthesi s 
capabili ty includes table conversion. the abi l ity to convert 
automatically between the three models. The frequency 
responses can be frequency scaled and system time delays 
can be added. The designed system frequency responses 
are synthesized with exactly the same frequency points as 
those used by the corresponding HP 3562A measurement 
mode. Hence, the synthesized version of the desired fre
quellcy response can be directly compared to the measured 
response of the actual syslem. 

Pole-zero formulation corresponds to the series fonn of 
filter design most often used by electrical engtneers. Pole
residue form is commonly used by mechanical engineers 
and in modal analysis. and corresponds to parallel design 
filters in electrical engineering. All three forms. pole-zero. 
pole-residue, and I)olynomial. find direct application i n  
analySiS and design of servo systems. Having all three syn
thesis forms available in the liP 3562A, users can select 
the formulation best·suiled for their f1llplic:alion. The HP 
3562A also faci litates the solution of mixed-domai n prob
lems, such as electromechanical servo design. which re-

quires a variety of electrical and mechanical design tech· 
niques. 

SynthesIs Table Conversion 
Let us try table conversions on the following simple 

example with two poles at - l±jlO and a zero at -2. The 
response of this filter is shown in Fig, la. The pole-zero 
equation is: 

5+2 

( s + l  jlO)(s + 1 + j10) 

which is represented by the HP 3562A's display as shown 
in Fig. lb. The pole-zero diagram is shown ill Fig, le. 

If the HP 3562A converts the equation to polynomial 
form, the numerator and denominator terms are simply 
multiplied out: 
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Alternatively, the pole-zero or polynomial representa
tion can be converted to pole-residue form: 

, 
+ 

" 

S + 1 - jl0 S + 1 +j10 

where the HP 356lA solves for a = U.fJ-jO.05 as expected. 
Trying a slightly more difficult example with repealed 
poles: 

H 2  

Converting to polynomial form loads to the expected 
result (Fig. 2a): 
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FIg. 1 .  (a) Response of a filler wllh two poles al - 1 -:::'J10 and 
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3562A for (a). (c) Pole-zero diagram for (a) 
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H2 
54 + 4.�3 + 206s2 + 404s + 1 0201 

( , ) 

However, how is this function represented in pole-resi
due form? Again, the HP 3562A has the answer (Fig. 2b): 

-j250 xl0 ij 
+ 

s + 1 -jl0 
j250X l0-1i + 
s + l +ilO 

- 2.5 X 10-3 _  j25 X 10-3 
(s+ 1 - ilO)2 

- 2.5 X 10-3 + j25 x lO-a 
+ 

(s+ l + ilOjZ 
(2) 

A more interesting pole-residue case occurs when there 
are more 7.eros than poles: 

(s+1)[s+2)(s+1 -j5) [s+1 +j5) 
(s + 1 - jl0j(s+ 1  + jl0) 

This results in extra Laurent expansion terms-isolated 
powers of s that did not appear in the original pole-zero 
form (see Fig. 2c): 

-37.5-j375 + 
-37.5 + j375 

- 7 3 + 35+52 [3) 
S + I - j I O  s + 1 +jl0  
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Fig. 2. HP 3562A display of (a) polynomial table for equallon 
I, (b) pole-residue lab/e for Equalion 2, and (c) lable for 
equation 3 With Laurent expansion terms 
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The implementation of the s\'othesis table conversions 
in the HP 3562A was straightforward. except for keeping 
track of a multitude of dt'tails. The pole-residue form re
quires many different cases. A consistent representation of 
Ihe man�' forms had 10 be designed within the constraints 
of the HP 3562A's displayable character set, The necessary 
zero-finder routine is shared with the curve-filling al
gorithm (see article 00 pagt' 33). 

Man�' table conversions result in small residual error 
terms after conversion_ To keep from displaying the error 
terms. the table conversion routines estimate the errors in 
their arithmetic as they proceed. If a term is as small 8S 
the expected error for that table conversion. then the lable 
conversion routines assume that the term is indeed caused 
by arithmetic elTors and sets the term to zero, This allows 
most table com'ersions to work exactly as expected. For 
example. converting a polynomial table 10 a pole-zero table 
will give a zero at 0 Hz. if that is where il belongs. nol al 
2.31 xl0 -23. Also. converlinga pole-zero table with Hermi
tian symmetry to rational polynomial form will result in 
purely real polynomials. 

Another problem is caused by the large numbers often 
encountered in polynomials. For example. (s- 10.000)10 
converted to polynomial form results in numbers as large 
as 1040. This wilt lead to numerical problems. We solve 
this problem in several ways, First. a scale frequency pa
rameter is introduced to allow designers to design in units 
that are appropriate for their particular design problem. 
For many designs. choosing one her tz or one radian as the 
design unit is no more applicable than designing electrical 
fillers using ohms. farads, and henries (mosl practical de-
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Flg. 3. Table (a) and syntheSized response (b) for fihh-order 
Chebyshev poJyoofmal (equation 4) 

signs use kfl. JlF. ilnd mH). Likewise, many filter designs 
are more naturally expressed in kBz or k.iloradians. Of nor
malized to the corner frequency or the center frequency of 
the filter bandwidth. Second, the fonnulas used for table 
coO\'ersions and frequenc�' response synthesis were care
fully designed to try to minimiz.e numerical problems. Fi
nally. if numerical problems cannot be avoided. the HP 
3562A table con\'ersion routines attempt 10 diagnose the 
error and warn the user of the numerical problems. 

Designing a Chebyshev low-Pass Filter 
For a simple example of using the synthesis and curye-fil

ting capabilities of the HP 3562A. let's construct an equirip
pie low-pass filter. The magnitude of the response of this 
type of filter is equal to IIITk(w) + jt::. where Tdwl is the 
kth-order Chebyshev polynomial. Using the Chebyshe\' re
cursion relationship. we can quickly arrive at. for example. 
a rirlh-order Chebyshev polynomial: 

This polynomial oscillates between :!:l over the frequency 
range of w "" :!: 1 .  Wechooset: "" loO, resulting in a passband 
ripple of 3 dB. This function can be synthesized using the 
HP 3562A's polynomial synthesis capability (Fig. 3). 

Since the HP 356ZA polynomials are expressed in terms 
of jw. the filler function synthesized is actually; 
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I n  addition. a frequency scaling factor has been entered to 
specify a corner frequency at (w .. l) - 10 kHz. 

While the synthesized function has Ihe correct mag
nitude for the filter we want, the phose of the synthesized 
function may not correspond to the phase of Ihe filter we 
are trying synthesize. Lefs ignore phase for a moment by 
taking the sCluared magnitude: 

IH{wW "" H( ..... )H·{w) 

Curve fitting this function gives us ten poles, half of which 
arc in the right-hand plane (Fig. 4a). Discarding the right-
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hand plane poles. and resynthesiz.ing the resulting pole-
7.ero function. gh'es us the filter response desired (Fig. 4hl. 
An alternate approach would be to r;:urve fit the original 
synthesized function H[wj with results very similar to those 
used for Fig. 4b. Thf' right-hand pole is then reflected into 
the left-hand plane to arrive at a stable (unuion with iden
tical magnitude response. 

Designing a Reconstruction Low-Pass Filter 
As a more complicated filter design example. we wish 

to design a simple 10\\ -pass filter that will aid in the recon
struction of an analog signal from digital data samples using 
a digital-to--analog I.;onverter (DACj. The filter has three 
requirement', 
1. The filter must block alias components at 1.56 times 

the passband corner frequency (the sample rate of the dig-
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FIg. 8. (a) Plo( of (he accelerarlOfl response of rhe sysrem In 
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ital system is 2.56 ti.mes the filter corner frequency). For 
this particular application. 45 dB of alias protection is con
sidered adequate. 
2. The filter must compensate fOf a (sin wllw roll-off caused 
by the OAC outputting n:ctaugular pub�l:i fdtln;:r than 
theoretically infinitely narrow impulses. After compensa
tion. the DAC and reconstruction filter together should 
have a passband flatness better than :!:O.5 dB. 
3. The filter must be inexpensive. using a minimum of 
ser;:ond-order stages. 

To implement this design. the characteristic (sin w)/w 
roll-off is first examined on R sample frequency of 51.2 
kHz. This is approximated by the real parI of: 

1 � 16.300 exp (-j9.766xlO IIwJll(w-lO 6) 

which the HP 3562A can synthesize as a pole at 1 0  ij Hz 
wi th a gain factor of - 16.3OO and a time delay of 9.766 Il-s. 

A small offset is added to w in the denominator 10 avoid 
dividing by zero. Curve fitting the (sin w)fw roll·off over a 
O-to-20-kH:r. range indicates that the roll-off can be well 
represented as a single heavily damped pole within Ihis 
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frequency range. This convinces us that the roll-off correc
tion can be easily handled by slightly modifying the pole 
locations of a standard low-pass filter design. 

Accordingly. the fifth-order Chebyshev polynomial dis
cussed in the earlier example is tried. leadi ng to the conclu
sion that a zero is needed near 1.6 times Ihe corner fre
quency of the filter to make Ihe IrIl115[I[00 In 4S (lR of 
attenuation quickly enough. Trial solutions for the pole 
locations are determined by using the above Chebyshe\' 
design technique with a passband ripple of :to.2S dB. The 
zero location chosen is based on UlC l.S6-limes-the-corner
frequency criterion (requirement 1 on page 29). Then, in
cluding the {sin w)lw roll-off factor, the pole and zero loca
tions are modified manually by trial and error until the 
desired performance is reached. The fast synthesis cllpabil
ilies of the HP 3562A make Ulis manual adjustment ap-
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proach practical. The table in Fig. 5a lists the pole-zero 
locations of the designed reconstruction filler. Fig. 5b 
shows the performance of the filter by itself and Fig. 5e 
shows the combined system performance. Fig. 5d shows 
the delailed passband performance of the combined filter 
and (sin w)/«) system. While not quite optimal. the design 
is fial1er thilll can he ar:hieved with Ihe 1% re�i�lnr fln(! 
capucitors to be used ill the circuit implementation. 

Once the circuit is (;onstructed, the actual performance 
can be measured using the HP 3S62A's measurement 
facilities {see Fig. 6a). Then the curve fitter is asked to find 
the pole-zero locations actually obtained. Since the zeros 
of the (sin w)fw parI of the system are known exactly, based 
Oil the system's sample frequency, the first four of these 
values are entered explicitly in the curve fitter table (Fig. 
6b). The curve fitter then considers the entered values to 
be known constraints on Ihe curve-fit pole-zero locations 
10 be found und It only solves for the unknown pole and 
zero locations. 

Because of comllOnent tolerances, stray capacitance, fi
nite op amp bandwidths. and other imperfections, the pro
totype circuit performance is seldom exactly as designed. 
The pole-zero locations can be adjusted again. based on 
the performance achieved in the first-pass design. so that 
the production filter wjJl be as desired. 

A Servo Design Example 
As a more advanced example of the use of the HP 3562A's 

synthesis and curve fit abilities, consider the task of design
ing a servo control system. Fig. 7 i s a  sketch of the prototype 
of a disc head positioning system. A voltage is applied to 
an electromagnet attached 10 the disc head pOSitioning arm. 
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and the electromagnetic field generated opposes the static 
magnetic field of the permanent magnet. causing the po
sitioning arm to move to aD equilibrium position. That 
motion is detected bv an accelerometer attached to the ann. 
We would like 10 use the information pro\'ided by the 
accelerometer to improve the response of the positioning 
arm to the excitation \'oita8e. The accelerometer provides 
no static dc information on the position of the ann. so an 
additional position feedback system will ultimately be re
quired for movement at very low frequencies 

Fig. 8a is a plot of the acceleration response of the original 
system as a function of the frequenty of the applied voltage. 
The two initial primary problems with this response are 
the strong resonance al 1.8 kHz and a sharp roll·off in the 
response near dc. Fig. 8b shows the corresponding step 
response. This is dearly a poor response for a pOSitioning 
system to have. We need 10 improve the response using a 
feedback control system. 

Fig. 9 shows a diagram of a typical feedback control 
system, where Gl is the existing electromechanical system 
whose performance we would like to improve. Cl is a filter 
to control loop performance, k is a loop gain parameter, 
and A is a precompensation filter to improve the output 
response without changing Ule control loop performance. 

As an initial try. close the loop without compensating 
networks. Set A = 1. Cl = 1, and increase k from zero until 
G� begi ns to go unstable. Fig. 10 shows the resulting im
provement in the system as k is increased until the system 
i s  almost unstable. However, even with very small values 
of k the system becomes unstable. the response is domi
nallld by a very sharp resonance al 1.8 kHz, and the system 
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lOOp roll-off goals 

response is not significantly impro\'ed al frequenCies belo\\" 
1.8 kHz. This problem is typical of ele<;tromechanical con· 
trol systems. The pole is caused by the first significant 
�tructural resonance of the positioning ann. 

As we do�€' the loop by increasin� l. the system inslabil
itv occurs at the frequency where the open· loop phase 
crosses 180 degrees. With the 18Q..degr€'e phase shift. the 
nC!!:ath'e feedback becomes positive feedbad .. and when k. 
times the magnitude of G2 is Rreater than onc, we ha\'e an 
o�cillator (or a brok.en systeml. 

The fundamental problem to solve is to keep the system 
phase away from 180 degrees for as long as possible, and 
then to bring the system loop gain below unity before the 
phase does go to 180 degrees. A major portion of the phase 
problem i s  caused by the resonance at 1.8 Uiz and the 
accompanying antiresonance at 2.2 kHz. We curve fit these 
two features to find their actual frequencies and dampings 
(Fig. 11). The poles at ::!:1.83 kHz and the zeros at =2.31 
kHz found by the curve filler (Fig. 11C) are the actual poles 
and zeros we are looking for. The others are computational 
poles and zeros added by the curve fitter to compensate 
for resonances outside the frequency range the curve fitter 
examined. 

As a first attempt at loop compensation, we place a zero 
(-95±j1830) on top of the pole location just found. and 
place a pole ( -170�i2300) on top of the zero found. Fig. 
12 shows the resultingcompensaled open· loop system per
fomlance. While smoother. the phase still rolls toward 180 
degrees faster than we would like, and there are a number 
of difficult-to-conlrol resonanccs around 2.4 kHz. Let's try 
rolling off the loop gain below 2.4 k.Hz, but keep the loop 
gain high at 200 Hz where there is a sharp structural reso
nance. 

Fig. 13 shows the response of an additional G, element 
we design to meet these loop roll-off goals. This element 
is a pole pair at 250::!:j250 Hz. Unfortunately, this pole 
pair creates added phase delay, greatly lowering the fre
quency at which the C,-C2 system response crosses 180 
degrees (Fig. 14). Wc ask the liP 3562A's curve fitter to 
find an all-pass phase compensation network to solve this 
phase problem. Setting the magnitude 10 unity and curve 
fitting 10 the phase response as shown in Fig. 14 gives two 
poles ( - 1 721.15 and -300.517) and two zeros (287.609 
and 1558.58). To be strictly all·pass. the pole locations 
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Fig. t4. Phase response wllh added G, element of FIg 13 
ThiS response IS curve fmed /0 help fmd parameters for an 
all·pass phase compensal/Dn network 
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must match tbe zero locations exactly. We choose {Tl '"' 

�300 Hz and {12 = 1600 Hz for the pole-zero locations of 
our all-pass phase compensation filter. This results in a 
conditionally stable control loop. but the right choice of k 
will give a stable response. Fig. 15a shows the table of the 
total pole-zero locations for the combined Cl loop compen
satioll network. With k '"' 80. the closed-loop system re
sponse is as shown in Fig. 15b and Fig. 15c. 

The system has greatly improved flatness. but there arc 
still troublesome system resonances above 3 kHz. Design
ing a simple precompensation network A with poles at 
-400:!:j500 for the overall closed-loop feedback system 
gives the acceptable system response and corresponding 
step response shown in Fig. 16. 
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Fig. 15. (a) Table of poles and zeros for the combmed G, 
loop compensation network. (b) Frequency response of 
closed-loop sys/em (c) Phase response of closed-loop sys
fem Troublesome resonances sIlIJ eXist above 3 kHz 
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Curve Fitter for Pole-Zero Analysis 
by James l. Adcock 

T
HE CLlR\'E-FlTTI:\'"G ALGORITH\t in the HP 3562:\ 
.. \nill�·<:er finds a pole. zero model of a linp.<lf svstem 
based on the system's measured frequency response. 

The curve filler doe!> Ihis by calculating a weighted least
squares fit of a rational polynomial 10 the measured fre
qucnC)' response: 

H'ls) _ ao --. illS + il2S' + 

ba + b1s + b2s1 + . .  

Then the polynomials in the denominator and numerator 
can bc factored to find the poles and zeros of the measured 
system (or alternatively the pole-residue or polynomial 
form). Fig. 1 demonslratcsactual cun-c fits by the HP 3562A 
for \'cry dean and vcr�' noisy measurements, 

The curve fitter imp!fmumts the inverse of the traditional 
engineering design process. which aUcmpts to predict the 
measured response of a system based on an analytical 
model. Instead, the curve fitter attempts to predict the 
analytical model of the linear system based on the mea
sured response, If we are to close the loop on the engineer
iug design process, both analytical modeling tools and pH
rameter extraction (curve filling) are necessary as follows: 
1. Design a prototype system (using the liP 3562A's syn
thesis capabilities, see article on page 25), 
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Fig. 1. HP 3562A curve I!r /0 a very clean measuremenr (a) 
and a very nOIsy measuremem (b) 

2. Build the prototype . 
3. \1easure the protot\'pe's frequency rt'sponse (usinl': an�' 
of the HP 3562A's Ihr� measurement modes). 
� Extract the prototype's pole-zero parameters lusing the 
HP 3562A's curve fitter on the ffie8!iured response). 
5, Compare the results to the original design goals. 
6, Modify the results (using the HP 3562A's matn and syn
thesis capabilities) to arrive at an improved design, 
7, Go to step 2 and repeat the process untit the <lesired 
design goals are achieved. 

Theory 
In discussing the theory behind the HP 3562A's curve 

filler, the following variables and definitions Bre used: 

00", .... 
j 
H[w] 

1I'[wl 
p 
Q 
W' 
E[W] 
E 
T" 
" . 
" . 
A 
" 

sampled, normalize<l fwquency, such thatw,,,d = 1 
lowest frequency to be curve fitted �st frequency to be curve fitted 

modeled frequency response function 10 be 
determined 
measured frequency response function 
numerator polynomial in w 
denominator polynomial in w 
weighting function 
weighted error function 
sum of the squared error 
nth-orderChebyshcv polynomial 
numcrator orthogonal polynomials 
denominatororthogonal polynomials 
numerator polynomial coefficients to be determined 
denomi nator polynomial coefficients to be 
determined 

MT conjugate transpose of 0 matrix M 
o Null lllotrix, all elements = 0 

The theoretical frequency response function of a linear 
system can be expressed as the quotient of Iwo polyno
mial$: 

r 
. • 

• •  

.�.' 

i 

Fig, 2, Tne shapes of power selleS oecome very SImilar lor 
high orders over most of tne normalized frequency range 
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II[wJ P[wJ Q[wJ (I ) 

whl'r!' w is the sampled, normalil.I'd fruquenc)' This is in 
rational fracl ion form. 0)' IIsing anv of the linear resollll ion. 
lo!ol r(·solutioll. or swept sine Ilwasurement modes of the 
liP :15fi2A. we obtain the m£'<tsured frequency response 
fum.l!oll_ 

1I'[w[ (2) 

in rN11 and imaginary form_ WI' want 10 find thfl l,;oeffidents 
of P[wl and QlwJ. given Ihat th£' error. or the weighted 
difff'rence of H[wl and H·[wJ. is minimized. This can be 
written (leaving out Ihe functionals): 

" W'(H'- HI (3) 

whf'Tt' W' IS a weighting fllnl:lion tu be used in the weighted 
Ir'ast-squares derivation to improve the overall quality of 
the curve fit. 

P and Q could 00 defined to be just the ordinary power 
series in jw. Then P'Q would b£' the ordinary rational frac
tion nllUl.lSentation (If a fr£,quflIlC:v response fUncl ion. How
ever, ordinary power st'ties hll\'£, sevcrnl very bad charac
t(>fistics when used for (:UTn' filling. First, the)' have a \'Ny 
Jarg£' dynamic range. Second, for the higher orders. the 
shapes of the power series become very similar over mosl 
of the normali ... ..ed frequency range (sec Fig. 2). These prop
erties lead 10 Ilumerically very ill-conditioned matrices 
wlwn power series arc uloed 10 derive least-squares equa
lions. 

In contrast, Chebyshev polynomials have a small 
dynamic rllnge. being bounded in amplilude between 1 
(Ind J. and each Chebyshev polynomial has 11 unique shape 
in the normalized frequency range where they will be used 
(sce Fig. 3). This makes these pol�'nomials particularly 
well-suited for least-squaws derivations. Thus. the HP 
3562A curve-fit algorithm uses Chebyshev polynomials in
stead of ordinary power series. 

From the following defining equations for Chebyshcv 
polynomials it can be seen that for every series of 
Chcbyshev polynomials of order n. there is an equivalent 
nth-order power series; 

Filii. 3. Chebysflev poJyflOfflla!s have different shapes over 
the normal,zed frequency range 
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also (4( 

T "Iw[ Tnlw[ 
2Tnn,IIJ,J T". ",[wJ .,.. Tn ",[w[ 
1',,[w[ eosIn cos '101) 

Thus, after solving for Ihe coefficients of P·and Q ex
pressed in Chebyshev pol"llomials, the equivalent coeffi
cients of the same order power series can be found. For 
reference. here are the first few Cheb)'shcv polynomials 
exprnssed in power series; 

Tolwl 1 

T,lwl w 
TJlw[ 21012-1 
T11wl 41013 -3«1 (5) 

T�lwl 8w' 81012+ 1 
T.,[wJ 16w'-20w l + 5w 

To solve for up to 40 1>01£>5 and 40 zeros, the HP 3562A 
curve filter requires ChebyshC\' Jlolvllomials up to T80lwJ. 

The second-to-Iast equation ill equation set 4 is equiva
lent to the ordinary trigonometric prodllct--equals·sum
plus-difference formula. In addition. consider that the 
Chcbyshev polynomials can be thought of as a fre{luenr.y 
wllrped set of cosines. As a result. many of the concepts 
of fasl Fourier transforms (FFTs) can be used 10 hasten the 
solutions of these equaliolls. In faLl, \\'c will show later 
how these trigonometric identities Are used 10 speed up, 
by an order of magnilude. lhecalculation of a major portion 
of the curve-fit algorilhm. 

Define the two sets of orthogonal polynomials lP, = Tj 
and "", = T l' whereT1 and T �arclhe ith-orderand klh-order 
Chcbyshe\' polynomials in w. such Ihat; 

"' 
p � alibi (6) 

, , 

" 
Q �  � bll),� (i) 

, , 

",IS?, 

••• I� \ 
I" , 

Flg. 4. We'ghr.ng funcl/on lot thecu{\iefrt shownsnFIg 1b 
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or. in matrix form. 

P "A 

Q "'. 

(81 

(91 

Substituting flqualiOns 1 and 2 into equation J. and mul
ti plying throuRh by Q (a necessary trick to make the result
ing least-squares equations linearl. we arrh'e at: 

� =: (\\'QH'-WPl (101 

where W is equal to W' with the I)oh� locations deem
phasized. Since \V must be determined before P and Q afC 
to be solved. \V is preweighted hy an experimentaIJ" clf>
rived pole location estimation technique. Then the multi
plied-through-by.Q formulation gives very similar results 
to the original nonlinear P,Q formulation: ('''''t.. We have 
found that increaSing the weighting of the zero locations. 
as well as the pole locations. gives improved results. This 
maximizes the quality of fit when viewed on a decibel scale 
ratller than a magnitude-S(IUared scale, In add ition. the 
weighting function is improved by deemphasizing regions 
of particularly noisy data. Fig. <I shows the weighting func
tion corresponding to the CUf\'C fit shown in Fig. lb and 
Fig, S shows the equivalent curve fit if the weighting func
tion is set to unity. 

Using equations a and 9. the formulation becomes: 

, (WH·>.IfB-W'�AJ {1 1 J 

{ 12J 

where ""a -, \V and \Vb ,-= "" H'.  
The sum of the squared efrors i s  given by; 

E 

.. .... ,. 

" .. ., _. . .  
• rr�1! ... ., 

" .. . � 
•• 

•• ';-

• 

Fig. 5, Curve fir 'Of Fig Ib when the welgfl/rng lunC/lon IS 
sel lo Unity 

To minimize the squared error, sel iI£aA and ilE/;B O. 
This gh·es two equations: 

o 

Written in partitioned matrix form: 

(13) 

where 

.. � .. 
G �  L IWbf'vT>.If 

.. � ... 

-" .. 
D �  L W.Wj,>.IfT(1J (14 ) 

.. �-

.. "�. 
F � L IW"j2t1JT(IJ 

.-� 

Two problems with equat ion set 14 must be addressed 
before we have a practical solution 10 the curve fitting 
problem. f'irst. IWbl� consists of IW711H'11 where H' typically 
has some noise on its measurement. Let 

where I-f' is till' ideal frequency response and eh is the 
random error caused by measurement noise (assumed to 
be no! correlated with H'). Then the expected value of 
111'12 is: 

IH' 12 is typically a biased estimate of IWlz. and was found 
10 lead 10 biased estimates of the curv!' fit, and results in 

• 

•• 1 " 
•• 

·eo .. 
"0 

Fig. 6, Curve {II for Fig Ib when Ihe bias caused by lhe 
random error rntroduced by measurement nDlse IS nol re
moved 
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biased pole-zero locations. Once we discovered Ihe source 
of this bias, the solution was simple: subtract an estimate 
of eh2 from IH'12. Fig. 6 shows the results when this bias 
effect is not corrected for. 

The second problem that must be solved 10 have a usable 
algorithm concerns calculation speed and memory storage 
rC(luirf>ments. A curve fit with 40 poles and 40 zeros re
quires Ihe solution of an BO-by-so matrix-6400 double
precision floating-point numbers. This exceeds the mem
ory available in the liP 3562A for storing the malrix. In 
addition, the 6400 numbers arc each conslructed from the 
product and summation of up to 800 measured complex 
frequency reS llOnse data points. Thus, several million dou
ble-precision floating-point calculations can be required to 
construct Ihe matrix. \'Ve needed a way to reduce these 
memory storage requirements and 10 hasten the calcula
tions of Ihe matrix elements if the cun'e fitter was 10 be 
usable for more than a dozen poles and zeros. 

Fortunately, the Chebyshev product - sum + difference 
relalionship: 

prOVides the solution. This relationship can be applied 
simultaneously to each of the four submatrices G. 0, OT, 
and F. resulting in great savings ill calculation time and 
storage space. The foll owing discussion IIses suhrna lrix G 
to illustrate how this relationship is used to obtain the 
necessary calculation speed and memory savings: 

GI� = 

!' 
IWblz\j'!\jr� 

.. ..... ,. 
"-, 

" � IW,rr\1', 
.. "'m'" 

1 "-, !' 
� Iwbl2 THI + .1 IWbll1'� 2 2 

" -. .. Io.,," 

= G;' q + GL , 

At first glance, this appears 10 have doubled the lIumber 
of summations that need to be performed. However, now 
many of lh� summations are idenli(;al. so that we only need 
to perform each di fferent :ltllIlllll.l1ion the first time we en' 
counter it in the ca1r.ulatiol1 of the submatrix. After tha\, 

when we encounter a particular summation again. wo can 
use its previously calculated value. For example, 1'k• I = 
1'2.3 = Ta ,  1; = 1'1 q = 1'4. 1 " " SO that all of the summa
tions along the diagonals of G '  arc identical. Likewise, all 
summations along the opposite diagonals of G" are identi
cal. Thus. for an i x k  submatrix there are only 2(1 + 11.) dtf
foront sum mat ions that noed to be performed. This reduces 
the number of summations that must actually be calculated 
by an order of magnitude. Similarly, G 110 longer needs to 
be actually stored i n  memory. sin(;e ea(;h individual ele· 
lIlent GI� call be quickly recalculated whenever needed 
from Gl.1and C� I' Tbat is, Clk � Gk . l +Ci: .)_ This solves 
our memory storage rC<luirelllcnts. 

Finally, the solution 10 the homogeneous set of equations 
(equation set 13) gives the coefficients of polynomials A 
and 8. Special matrix techniques are required to maintain 
accuracy for the high-order equations desired. Of the tech
niques evaluated, a Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization tech
nique' gives the most accurate results. Equations 6 and 7 
yield the Chebyshev coefficients of tile rational fra(;tion 
polynomials P and Q. The wefficienls are converted to 
coefficients of tile ordinary power series in jw, the 7.eros 
are found using comlllon zero finder techniques,�·3 and 
then the. pole and zero locations are renormalized to their 
original values by multiplying through by 1Iw,,,��. For de
sign examples using the HP 3562A's curve filler. see the 
article (11\ page 25. 
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Performance Analysis of the H P  3000 
Series 70 Hardware Cache 
Measurements and modeling pointed the way la improved 
performance over the Series 68. 
by James R. Callister and Craig W. Pampeyan 

T
HE HP 3000 SERIES 70 is a recent addition to the 
HP :1000 Business Computer producl line. Its design 
obje< \ives were to provide a significant upgrade to 

the Series (if! in {l short design cycle. The performance of 
the Series 70 was engineered through adherence to a strict 
methodology of Illeflsurcment. rnotleling. and verification. 
This paper gives fl description of the methodology with 
examples drawn from tlw major component of the Series 
lO-the cache memory subsystem. 

Cache memories am notorious for bl;ling poorly charac
terized.1 ,\, the svstem le\'ol, ClIches appear to be nondetcr
ministic. which makes them very difficult to modeL In 
addition, they are very sensitive to the system workload. 
The design of 11 cache I)rovidcs Cl severe test for <lily estim .. · 
tion methodology. 

An outline of the gcnoril; performance engineering cycle 
is shown in Fig. I .  The steps of characterization (modeling. 
design analysis IInd tracking. bench marking and product 
testing) are straightforwerd. Yet rigorous adherence to pre· 
cision in each step rf:lurns enormous dividends in overall 
al,;curacy. thus ensuring a produCl"s success.2 A precise 
methodology includes the use of sampling theory, statisti· 
cal analysis. and measurement validation. The overall 
methodology includes the additional benefit that the field 
tests in the final stage of a product design are also used to 
provide cuslomer chufClctorizalion data in the first stage of 
the next product. 

Current System Characterization 
The major goals of the Series 70 were 10 maximize per

formance improvement IInd rninimiw change to the Series 
66. TII"'�'" I,.UllrJJLlill!!; lolu,,1s "cm I'c�ul vlRI uy C}\tt!ll�jVt! 1IIt!<I
surcments of current Series 68 systems. Measurements of 
syslems in the field indic.;ated how the systems were being 
used and which system components were being stressed. 
Measurements were also used to collstruct a characteri )'.a
lion of the customer base. Any proposed performance en· 
hancement could then be evalualed in terms of its effect 
across the entire customer base, 

t>.leasurement lools play a crucial role in the performance 
design methodology. It is important for lools t o  be chosen 
that both accurately measure the metrics of interest and 
are easy 10 use (see ""Measurement Tools:' next page). 
Sometimes the right 1001 does not exisl. In a development 
lab. late data is the same as no data. If a tool must be 
developed. the development time must be short enough to 
del hoer timely data. The Series 70 performance design team 
made use of both existing lools and new tools. The new 
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tools were largely leveraged from existing products. 

HPSnapshot 
The premier measurement 1001 for lIP 3000 systems is 

IIPSnapshot. lIPSnapshot is a suite of software collection 
tools. reduction programs. and report generators. The tools 
measure such things as peripheral activity. system resource 
utilization. process statistics. and file use. The collected 
datu is stored on tape and sent to a dedicated system for 
reduction. IIPSllapshot is easy to use and allows many 
systems to be measured quickly. 

IIPSnapshot runs were made on fifty Series fiBs in the 
field. Individual runs were analyzed and selected melrks 
were stored in a data baSll. This data was used to charac· 
terize (;ustomcr workloads and to analyze boUlenecks re
stricting additional performance. The measurements and 
resulting analysis showed that the best performance oppor
tunilies lay in improving the CPU. Several leams were 
created to investigate the areas suggested by the data {sec 
"Series 70: Not Just 0 C.1che,'· page 40). 

Hardware Monitor 
The HPSnn!>shot data suggested that more extensive mea· 

surements be made on Lhe CPU itself. Several tools were 
created to make these measurements. One of these tools. 

- - "-*"  
-

Path 

Product 
F.....:Iback 

Path 

Fig. 1. Ourlme of rhe geneflc performance engrneermg cycle 
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Measurement Tools 

Computer systems a'e 81(1Iemely compIe ... requ ' IQ c.u. po 
preOOf1SIC)n 8! many Ie'veIs Meawremenl$ too. must be TIadc 
at � "e'en! Ieve:S to prOVIde a complete system cnaracteflza! ),'1 
FI)f a pertiC>J1ar me!': : IS mpor1anl to choose 11'16 best 'oc) 
The 1000s can be compared If1 terms Of wtlal lhey can meaSt,I.e, 
!heir esse at o.JSe the overhead They ..,c� and !tIerr tamp "IQ 
'reOliCtIC!eS Table I compares '1'l8 tools tor each category 

Haro ... are measurement 10011 8fl81yle SlgnalS ":.m �ne 
machIne lJflCIer test Most hard ... are loo1s are paSSIVe and do not 
d slurb me system They are f� enough to capl.!le IndIvIdual 
machine CYCleS and theretore are very good ai COIlect.ng 10 .... • 
level traces and sequences The ShorHe,m samphng frequency 
can be very high Hard ... are tOOls cannot measure hIgher levels 
of the system such as processes and programs They requ·re 
eqUIpment aUached to the system under les! and extenSive setup 
I'me 

Machmes such as the HP 3000 Sellas 68 have wnt able control 
store allOW1ng the use 01 mlCrocoded tools The sampling rale 
IS slower than hardware tools and the extra m,crocode lakes 
some mm,mal amount cl system overhead oVocfocode toots are 
best SUited for obtaining statlshcs at the ptocedure and process 
level They are also very good al sampling al I')(ed lime Intervats 
The ,nstallat,on 01 the 1000S 's stra'ghlforward bul does requlfe a 
cool start 01 the system 

The most abstr8Cl level 01 meawrement reqUires software run
ning 0f1 !he system under test There can be Significant overhead 
assoCIated With software tOOls. which may also perturb the Sys
tem But software tools can track paths ,n system leve! algOrithms. 
monitor InteraCtions between processes. and log a large number 
cl software event counters Software tOOls are generally very 
easy to Install and use 

the hardware monitor, providcd invaluable measurement 
capabi lity. 

The monitor consists of an HP 1630 Logic Analyzcr 
coupled 10 an liP Touchs<;rccn Personal Computer via the 
HP-JU (IEEE 488), as shown in Fig. 2. The probes of Ihe Ill' 
1630 arc Iltlachcd 10 pins on Iho backplane of the systl'nl 
under test (liP 3000 Series 64, ti8, or 70). The TOllchscrccn 
computer .!ien'cs as controller, reduction tool, and data stor
age for the HP 1630.3 The monitor can automatit;allv run 
a series of independent tesls with a simple command file. 

For cad1 test, the Touchscreen compulerbegins by down
loading configuration information to the HP 1630. The mea
surement is then slarted on the liP 1630. The Touchscrecn 
waits for a specified time, then haIlS the measurement. Thf' 
t:olleclcd d1lla is up loaded to the TouchsGraen computer 
where il is reduced and slored to d ist:. A side benefi t of 
t lw Automated process is that Ihe uploaued claw from Ihe 
lIP 1630 is more detailed than that ovailable through man· 
ual operation, Careful analysis of the internal operat ion of 
Ihe liP 1630 gave us confidence that it would satisfy slalis
lical Saml)ling demands. 

A colletlion of ten tests WilS run 011 four liP 3000 Series 
68 svstems. Thcse systems were chosen based on how well 
thc} r(>presented Ihe customer 005e. as determined from 
the I IPSnapshot data. The 1l'�ls mCilsured many variables 
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The $er,es 70 perfOfmance analyStS made use 01 each type 
01 tool Besides the HPSnapshol and hardware mOMor tOOls 
mentIOned in the accompaflYlng artiCle several mictocode· 
based tools were used 

Mlcroc:ode Tools 
The InstrucllOO Gatherer r6COl'ds the cU/rent executing ,nSlruc

tlOl"l at one-millisecond ,nlervals 11 also gives some ,nIOfmal,on 
about the most Irequent subcases of the ,nstructlons The dala 
I/om ten SIIes gave a MIC, .... elQhled proflie 01 whICh InstructlOflS 
wt<re e)(eculoo most often ThiS IJ'llormill000 led to the rerT\lcrocod· 
log of two InS!fuctlOflS lor tnCfeased perfOfmance 

The Microsampler IS a Simple mlCrococled verSion of the Sam· 
pier softv;are tool. It records program counter values In the 
operating system code From th,s Informallon, Sl)( high-frequency 
procedures were 'dentol'ed and rewoHen In mlcrococle 

The cache post mlcrocode IS specl8l·purpose mlClocode used 
to investigate alternative SOlutions to cache postong The micro· 
code validated the use of Ihe cache slmuIatOl for the posting 
ClfCUltry IIlvesligatlOll 

Including instruction paths, 1 .. 0 use, dnd cache Sldtislks. 
The tesls rt.'quirecl a tolal of 59 probes. 11 was calculated 
thal half-hour samples WOIl Id best ITlt'et the conflitJing de-

Event Coun1ers 
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The Series 70: Not Just a Cache 

The HP 3000 Series 70 Business Computer IS a collection 01 
performance enhancements. To be mcluded In the Series 70 

product each enhancement had lo quahfym te rms of measurable 
performance applicability across the customer base and inde.
pendence 01 the Other enhancements Each enhancement was 
the result 01 the methodology of measurements and analysIs 
used In the Series 70 cache deSign and deSCribed in the accom
panying article 

Mlcrocode was wHUen 10 find the most common IMlluctJon 
el';ecut'ons Two instructions that were surpflSlngly prominent rn 
the mix were rewflt!en 10 execute faster 

Microcode was also wfllten 10 find the most often used MPE 
procedures This information led 10 the selection of SIX proce
dures to be rewritten In mlcrocode. The mlcrocoded verSions 01 
these procedures execute up to ten times faster 

The expanded main memory oltered on both the Selles 68 
and 70 was atso subjected 1o measurement and analysis The 
effect of additional memory on the multiprogramming level. the 
number of phySical liOS. and the CPU utillzallon were studied 
Mathods to Identify when main memory bottleneCKs occur were 
developed. which resulted In prOjections of performance Im
provements resulting from additional memory 

There were also several Improvements in the MPE operallng 
system software. The HPSnapshot 1001 revealed areas where 
changes could have a Significant effect on system performance 

mands of aggregata ilnd variance analysis. Each sample 
captured about half a million cycles. and a total of 144 
samples were collected. 

The dflta gflve insigh: into the low-level flctivilies of Ihe 
CPU. As n result. a number of performance opportunit.ias 
were identified. The biggest opportunity lay in improving 
the cache memory subsystem. 

Tha Series 68 cache is a 4K-word. 2-set cache (sec "How 
a C"che Works:' page 42). The hit rate measured on the 
four systems was 92.5%. However, illthough 11 cache miss 
occurs only 7.5% of tbe time, almost 30% af the CPU lime 
is spent waiting for cache misses to be resolved. During 
this time. the CPU is frozen and cannot proceed. A simple 
model of the cache was created and validated through the 
Iwrdware monitor. The model suggested th,,! if the hit rate 
could be improved by 5 or 6 percent, the CPU would freeze 
only about 10% of the lime. This would result in a savings 
of almost 20% of the CPU cycles. which translates into an 
effective speedup of about 25%. The avail,rbility of denser 
RAMs and programmable array logic paris [PALs) indicated 
a strong possibility for just such an improvement. 

Modeling 
Madeling extracts the essential characteristics of a sys

tem and converts them into a form that is easily evaluated 
and modified. There are two major types of modaling. An
alytic modeling computes steady-state values of a system 
accordillg to laws of queuing theory.� Models are conve
nient and can guarantee correct results if the input data is 
correct and complete. The disadvantages lie in restrictions 
placed on the type of environments that can be modeled. 
Typically, simplifications must be made to the em'iron-
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AnalytiC rnodels helped estlmate the relative ments of several 
proposed algorithmiC changes In the memory manager, d.s
patcher and diSC dnver The most benefrclal changes were 
Implemented by Ihe MPE sottware engineers They were then 
run through many benchmarks to verify the performance Improve
ments 

Although not parI of the Series 70, the HP 7933J35XP cached 
dlsc drrve was also a result of the performance engineering cycle 
descrrbed here Important workload parameters were Identllred 
A compara\JVe study of the I/O subsystem performance With MPE 
diSC caching , no caching, and the HP 7933135XP was conducted 
Engineers at HP's DISC Memory DIVIsion worked closely With the 
commerCial syslems performance engineers 10 model varrous 
deSign alternatives Benchmarks wera run on prototypes of the 
enhanced diSC drives and the performance gainS were venfled 
The system workload characteristics under which Ihe cached 
diSCS perlormed best were explicitly Identified to ensure cus
tomer satisfaction 

All of these components were evaluated With respect to each 
other 8f'1d to the system as a whole The performance Iflcreases 
of the components complement each other and keep the system 
balanced The resull of the Series 70 prOject Is a product offering 
a 20% to 35% Iflcrease In system throughput over a Series 68 
Expanded main memory and the HP 7933f35XP can provide 
addll lonal performance Improvements 

ment to make the analysis tractable. 
Simulation i s  also modeling. but at a lower level of 

abstraction. In a Monte Carlo simulation model. tha key 
system variables are represented by their measured proba
bility distributions. Random numbers arc applied to the 
model 10 generate speCific values for the key system vari
ables. These specific values are then used to compute the 
output variables of interest. 

Trace-driven simulations are at a still lowar level of 
abstraction. Traces of values for each of the key system 
vari"bles are collected and applied together to a determin
istic model of the system. The output variables of interest 
are computed {(')f the specific: set of trace data. 

Simulation models can be constructed and solved for 
virtually any system. Howevar. although simulation mod
els provide valuable information. their limitations must 
also ba recognized and understood. For example. simula
tion models cannot guamntee a steady-state solution. bUI 
only a particular solution correspond ing 10 the inl)ut data. 

Any model tuns the risk of ignoring some unknown, yet 
essential feature of the system. Additional dangers exisl in 
the measuremant of system variablas and construction of 
tha model. Careful modeling subjects the recorded vari
ables to independent lests of correctness. The model con
struction can then be validated by modeling tha axisting 
system and comparing the results 10 measurements of the 
existing system. 

After valida tion. the model is used in design analysis. 
Various changes can ha introduced and tha performance 
ch<lnges observed. The set of changes that maximizes per
formance (and satisfies constraints of cost. design time, 
etc.) is then chosen as the final dasign. The final design is 
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then lIlodeled dnd the performance for the product pre
dined 

There are currently n o  good system \'ariables that will 
accurately predict how a cache will perform. This makes 
i t  impos§ible to construct anill�·tk or \Ionte Carlo simula
tinn models that accufiltdy jJredict each(' {Wrformam:e. 
Currently. the best way to model caches is through trace
driven simulators. Tha St'rlt's 70 ca(.he dpsign used both 
anal�1ic and lrace-dri\"t!n simuliltion . .  \ simple ,mah·tit 
model at the system le"el was constructed using the result� 
of the trace-drh'en cache simulator. 

The cache modeling process involved collecting traces 
of memory reference addresses. Software was written to 
si mulote �'urious cal.'he organiT.ations. Thtl traces were then 
run through the simulator under various cache organiza
tions. 

Ideally. the traces would lUlve been collected from a 
Series 68. However. the speed of the Series 68 prevents 
data collection without special high.speed hardware. In· 
stead, a Series 37 was chosen. A special memory controller 
that reads the memory reference address ilnd writes it to 
its own local memory was constructed quickly. The special 
controller is passive and traces al! system activity, includ· 
ing the operating system. One million cousecuti\'e memor�' 
references can be collected. This number is sufficient to 
guarantee many calls to the operating s�'stem. and also 
includes llIany task switches. Three different customer en
vironments were run to collect the data. Approximately 
nine measurements were collected for each environment, 
for a total of 30 million memory references (see " Realistic 
Cache Simulation:' page 45). The traces were then sub
jected to a series of tests to confirm that the collc(.\ed data 
was correct. 

Cache Simulator 
The cache simulator was developed in parallel with the 

colleclion process. The simulator takes Ihe trace dala and 
applies il 10 various models of the cache. The simulator 
development consisted of two phases. The first phase con
centrattlrl on completeness and corruclness of the model 
implementation, lht;! ease of use. and the choice of statistics 
to be kepI. These goals led 10 il modular structure, verv 
detailed statistics, and g.we consideruble f reedorn in adding 
and altering features. This flexibility has allowed the 
simu lator to be leveraged to model cad1es for several other 
machines besides the Series 70. 

I! is extremely important that the simulator model the 
cache designs accurately. Artificial dllta was generated and 
simulated and then compared with the expected results 10 
verify the 8c.;curacy of the cache simulator. Next, the Series 
68 cache was modeled with the trace data. The same envi
ronment was then run on the Series 68 and the aclual cache 
statistics were collected with the hardware monitor. The 
dose c:orrelatiOI1 between the simulated and llc;tual results 
gave a high level of confidence lhat (he simulator would 
provide reasonable information on wh ich to base the design 
of the Series 70 cache. 

Phase two of the simulator development concentrated 
on the speed of the simulator by porting il ia a mainframe 
computer. During the port. unneccssarv code and slructure 
were eliminated. The verification tests were thun run again 

and compared 10 the original Simulatoroutpul. The stream· 
lining and port to the mainframe resulted in a functionall�' 
equivalent simulator that runs 80 times fastf'r. A simulation 
of a �in�le trace of one million memory N'ferences now 
takes about �5 seconds. 

The simulator has the abilit�· to van' se,'en different pa
raml'ler�: Iotal size of the cache. associatil·it�·. block size. 
algorithms for handling writes. blOlk ftlplilccm!>nt �trat(>�i6S. 
the handling of I 0 requests. and tag indexing. Simulations 
were run "arying each of the parameters. The effect of each 
parameter 011 cache performance and the sensitivity of per
formance to each parameter were determined. 

Fig. 3 shows an example of Ihe simulation results. The 
Kfdph �hu\\!> Ihdt the Li�tl�1 contributor to t:.iIche perfor
mance is the size of the cache. The effecl of diminishing 
returns with increasing cache si7.e is clearly seen. Fig. 3 
also shows the effect of associatil'ity on dirferent sizes of 
caches. The increased complexity of a multiple.set cache 
can be weighed against Ihe performance gain it proVides. 
This information was computed for all parameters, and the 
best combination of performance, complexity. and cost was 
determined. The final design was then chosen and simu
lated. The Series 70 Cliche size is 6�K words, which is 16 
times larger than the Series 68 cache. Like Ihe Series 68, 
the Series 70 cache has 2 sets. 

The simulator provides cache performance lIIformation 
such as hit rates. I1 does nolo however. provide a higher
level view of system performance, such as throughput. In 
particular. the memory reference traces do nol include any 
measurement of tiUle between memory references. The 
hardware monitor provides such information for the Series 
68. An analysis of the system showed that the timing infor
mation would be valid for the new cache. The simple 
analyHcal model uses bolh the simulator data and the 
hardware monitor data 10 produce estimates of the effecl 
of the new cache on the system. Besides t he expecled values 
for cache statistics. the model also shows a snturatioll effect. 
The lower the hit mte a system has, the more the new cache 
will benofit it. 

While the cache simulation traces were fairly stable, the 
data from real Series 68s had more variancc. Slntistical 
analysis of Ihe data led to it range of values for thc percent
age of CPU cycles that could be recovered by the Series 
70 cachlj. A 90% confidence interval was chosen for Ihe 
range. which means that. given normnl distributions and 
random Saml)ling. lhe mean of the cycles recovered should 
lie within the range nine limes out of ten. The range given 
by the analysis was 19.4% to 28.3%, with n n  eslinlaled 
moan of 23.8% recovery of "lost" CPU cycles. Because i t  
was known that the traces from Ihe Series 37 would give 
optimistic results (since main momory for the Series 37 is 
several times smaller than Ihe Series 68), the target for the 
Series 70 cache was set at 20%. 

The other components of the Series 70 underwent similar 
analySis. The analyses were then combinod to give a pred ic
tion of the overall system performance gain. Care was taken 
to estimate the overlilp effects exhibited when two or more 
components try to free the same resource. Predictions of 
the bottlenecks within the new system were also made. 

At this point. the porformance IHediction was used by 
the marketing department to start working on the pricing 
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Series 70 Cache Simulation 
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Fig, 3. An example of Simulation 
results, shOWing thar cache sIze 
has the greatest effect on cache 
performance 

and positioning strategy for the product. Since the normal 
approach is to wait for the actual hard ware to become avail
able to measure the performance gain, valuable time was 
saved in the introduction process through the use of the 
highly accurate simulation results. 

Design Tracking 
Measurements and modeling require a lot of work that 

precedes product development. Not only do they help es
tablish the correct design. but they are also often valuable 
during the development phase. Unexpected design changes 

How a Cache Works 

The purpose of a cache memory IS to reduce the average 
etteclJve access Iime lor a memory reference The cache contains 
a small high-speed bulfer and comrol loglc situated between the 
CPU and main memory \ The cache matChes the high speed of 
the CPU to Ihe relatively low speed of main memory 

Caches detlve the lf performance Irom Ihe prlllclple of locallly 
This pflnciple Slates thai, over short peflods 01 time. CPU memory 
references from a process tend to be clustered III both time and 

space This means that data that will be in use in the near future 
IS likely to be In use already I1 also meiil1S Ihal data that will be 
In use In the near future IS located near data In use already The 
degree to which systems exhibit locality determine the benelits 
01 a cache. A cache can be as small as 112000 the size of main 
memory, yet stit! have hi! rates In excess of 90% under normal 
system loads 

The cache lakes advantage 01 locality by keepmg the most 

often used data in a higl1·speed buffer When the CPU requests 
data, the cache lirst searches Its buffer If tl1e data IS tnere, IllS 

by the CPU Servicing the miss can take many cycles 

To achieve one-cycle access, il lS nOt possible to search the 
entire cache for the deSired data. Instead. every word 01 data IS 

mapped to (or aSSOCiated With) only a limited number of places 

In the cache When the data IS requested. these places are 
searched III parallel Each part 01 the cache that can be searched 
in parallel IS called a set One·set and two-sel caches are moSI 
common because of their reduced compleXity 

Cache designs also Include deciSions on how much data to 
fetch for each cache miss and how to decide which data to 
replace on a miss (Iorlwoor more sets) The Series 70 slmulatlOns 
confirmed previous academic work that the most Imponant factof 
m cache performance IS the size of the cache The slmulallons 
also showed that the design decisions for the olher lactOls of 

the Selles 68 cache were sllli appropriate fO/ the Series 70 cache 
Thus the performance could be achieved With a mllllmum 01 
change to the operatmg charactertstics of the Selles 68 cache 1,� 

relmned In one cycle, Ihis IS termed a cache I1lt li the dala IS References 
not there, a cache miSS occurs and the cacne must reltleve Ihe 1 K M  HoOoIIII'\OM E Woodwa,o A H>g"'�MemorySyt;t"",w,thGrcwm �ala from maln memory As 11 does so. it also rell1eves several Capall,"1y H..wIM-PacMt!1 Jcumal, Yrj 33. no 3, Matt:/! 1982 

:1 AJ Srmm, -s.boog'apl1v /lfl<I Resd�s en CPU Cattle Memor_ ana Reoated more wOlds of data In anticipation that they will soon be requested TOPCS Ccmp.JtIY �cmecrUf" News, V<l. g no I J8"",.ry 1986 
---
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can be qUickly modeled and the impact on system perfor
mance assessed. The measurement tools can be valuable 
aids in debugging the prolat�'pe. The Series 10 cache de
\'elapmenl benefitted from these uses of the modeling and 
measurement tools. 

One of the requirements for the cache was to he able to 
post all modificalions of its buffer to main memory in the 
e\'ent of a pawerfail. Because Ihe Series 70 had to be back
wards l:ompatihle with the existing Series 64 and 6B 
machines. it had to wC>rk. with the two I � 'pes of power 
supplies o n  those machines. It was determined that the 
older power supplies had insufficient C8IT}'O\'er time to 
complete the worst-case post. 

Several alternatives were proposed to solve this problem. 
The first elternati,'e was a microcode routine that would, 
for the older systems. routinely post all modiried data from 
the cache to main memory. The second alternative was 
circuitry to monitor the cache and post the dala whenever 
the amount of modified data exceeded a certain threshold. 

To choose between the alternalives, it was necessary to 
simulate them. It was very easy to modifv the cache 
simulator to evaluate the posting alternatives. However. 
there was concern over whether the trace data would be 
accurate for this type of simulation. Microcode was written 
for the Series 68 to examine the percentage of the cache 
that contained modified dala, The microcode was executed 
e\'ery half second across several machines for several days 
of I>rime-time work, A total of 500,000 samples were col
lected. The simulator also computed the same information 
for a simulated SerieS 68. Fig. 4 shows the two distributions, 

which agree closely. This pro\'ided the confidence needed 
to use the results of the simulator for estimating the perfor
mance impacts. 

The simulator results quickly ruled out the ust' of the 
microcode solution. It remained 10 calc:ulate the perfor
mam:e impact of the posting circuitry. The Series 70 was 
simulated with different \'alueo; of the posting threshold. 
The results showed minimal impact and the posting jr
cuitr\" was included. 

The measuremenl lools also helped in the effort to debug 
the initial prototype. The programs used to validate Ihe 
measurement lool� were no\\" used to \'alidate the operation 
of the new cache. In one case. a failure that occurred only 
after hours of operating system testing took just seconds 
to reproduce with the validation software. This helped 
track down the offending bug quickly and make the pro
totype ready for further testing. In another case. when the 
simulator results were being correlated with the actual 
hardware results, there continued to be a significant. un
explainable discrepancy between the actual results and the 
simulator results. It turned out that a defective component 
in the hardware was causing a performance degradation. 
but not a fatal system error. Once the component was re
placed, the actual measurements correlated with the 
simulator results very closely. 

Benchmark Testing 
Benchmarks are repeatable workloads designed to exer

cise a system or system component. The benchmarks are 
firsl run on a standard system to establish a baseline. Usu-

DISTRIBUTION OF MODIFIED CACHE DATA 
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ally several runs are made. varying the number of users. 
the amount of main memory. or other primary variables of 
interest. The benchmilrks arc then run again with the new 
system and results are compared. 

While a model predicts the effect of performance en
hancemen ts. a benchmark can be used to measurc theactual 
effect. The repeatabiiity of the benchmark is a key advan
tage in measuring performance changes. Customer systems, 
while more realistic, have constantly changing workloads 
and environments. Hence it is much more difficult 10 ex
tract the effects of the new product from customer systems. 

Benchmark selection and creation constitute a major ef
fort .. -; The value of a representative benchmark cannot be 
overstated. It is also valuable to include benchmarks that 
have extreme values of important system \'ariables. Sen· 
sitivity to these variables can then be calculated and used 
to provide performance estimates for classes of customers. 
not for just the typical case. The benchmark results are 
analyzed in light of the model predictions. Together. a 
refinement of esti mates can be made for customer systems. 

The benchmarks used for the Series 70 are designed to 
be representative of heavy interaclive data base use. Data 
base activity represents the majority of work done on the 
Series 68. The benchmarks are created by taking a complete 
snapshot of a quiescent customer system. indud ing a track
by-track dump of each disc. Monitors installed on each 
terminal record every keystroke. The system is then run 
normally for at least an hour. The traces of termina I activity 
are then turned into scripts for a terminal emulator. 

To run a benchmark. lhe system and discs are restored 
to look exactly like the original system. The terminal 
emulators are rUll Oil an HP 3000 Series 48 connected to 
the terminal ports of the target system. The number of users 
can be varied by enabling or disabling f!mulators_ Each 
benchmark is run for one hour. The repeatability of the 
benchmarks is typically well under a 1 % change in trans
action through put. 

The baseline for the benchmarks was an HP 3000 Series 
66 running the MPE VIE operating system. The number of 
users and the amount of main memory were varied over a 
total of soven runs. The system then had the Series 70 
hardware cache added. keeping e\'erything else conslant 
(except for slllall changes in the microcode reqUired 10 
support lhe cache). The benchmllTks were run again under 
the same parameters. All benchmark runs used both the 
hardware monitor and the HPSnapshot collection system. 

Several metrics are required 10 understand lhe effect of 
the Series 70 cache completely. The results of tbe bench
mark rUlls are shown in Table I .  

Hardware Metric 

Hit Rate 
Frozen Cycles 
Paused 

Software Metric 

Transactions/hour 
Transactions/CPU second 

Table I 

Before 

91.0% 
34.8% 

8.0% 
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After 

98.2"1<> 
11.6% 
14.0% 

Difference 

7.2% 
23.2% 

6.0% 

Imllrovement 

18.9% 
32.3% 

The hardware metrics show the a\erage measured values 
before and after the addition of the Series 70 cache. The 
hit rate of the Series 68 baseline benchmarks is lower than 
that of the simulation runs. and the Series 70 cache bench· 
marks shol\' a lower hit rate than the simulatiolls. 1I0wc\'er. 
the difference betwccn the hit rates for the benchmarks is 
similar to that for the simulutions. Since the performance 
increase is determined by the hit rate difference. the results 
are still significant. " Frozen cycles" indicate the percentage 
of CPU time that is spellt wailing for a cache miss. Essell· 
tially no useful work can be accomplished during this time. 
The time that the CPU is paused wailing for liD has been 
factored out of this metric. The difference in the percentages 
of frozen cycles is the primary metric of raw CPU per
formance improvement. Again, the simulation and bench
marks are in close agreement in the difference in the per
centages of fruzen cycles between the Series 68 and 70 
caches. The percentage of time thot the system was paused 
also increases with the Series 70 cache. This is an illdka
tion that the system can tolerate add iliona I load with nearly 
the same response time. 

The software metril;s presented here use transactions;'lS 
the basic unit of meusurement. Transactions per hour is a 
customer oriented metric. It is an indication of how much 
interactive work the system is processing. A transaction is 
defined as the work the system does between the time the 
Return or Enter key is pressed until the system replies and 
posls another read at the terminal. Transactions per hour 
cannot be averaged over the benchmarks. since each work
load has its own mix of simple transactions (an jI.,·IPE cum
mand, for eXarnl)le) and complex trunsaclioos (a data base 
query). The improvemen t. however, call be averaged. The 
benchmarks show an improvement of 18.9% more transac· 
tions per hour with the Series 70 cache. The metric trans
actions per CPU second is based 011 transactions per hour 
but factors out the percentage of time paused. It is a measure 
of the improvement the system is capable of delivering 
when loaded with potential botllenecks discounted. The 
32.3% measured improvement gave a high level of confi
dence that the Series 70 cache would be successful. 

The initial cache performance estimates were then 
reevaluated with this new data. Since these benchmarks 
are data base oriented and include up to 78 acli\'e users. 
the benchmarks tend to push the system fairly hard. Since 
busy systems will benefit mosl from the improved cache. 
the benchmarks were estimated to be slightly optimistic. 
The henchmark runs. therefore. led to changing the upper 
bound for performance improvement from 28.3% to 23.2% 

More exlensive benchmark runs were made laler with 
all of the Series 70 components. A careful study had been 
made beforehand 10 ensure that the components didn't 
fight over tbe same reSource and that the perfonnance in
creases would mesh well. The benchmark runs showed 
that the integrated Series 70 met or exceeded expectations 
under all the conditions tested. 

Field Testing 
Field testing is an integral part of the product life cycle. 

It tests all aspects of product functionality. including relia· 
bility and documentation. Field testing should also be an 
integral part of the performance engineering cycle. Mea-
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r Realistic Cache Simulation 

Trace-based IM'lUlatOtS are hea� I, �oI'Id8t" on INJ I' 
used It IS generarty YeN C:;!fiCutt 10 c�lIecl memory rflle'f'lCe 
traces 101' c;ac� s>lTIulalors It IS even mole d tlleu' 10 obI:a,n 
repfMenls!,>'e !'&CM Of !!'le system being Sfud.ed A!8f\ Jay Smith 
Of the lkwerslly 0 r _ ,/orn,s at Ber1<.eley SlJrveVed a �ar�numbef 

"'" �d fauna U!at .ery I�,A; 'Jf'Ila I"\Etd n SI-; 
_ anI<; 

.t;;� "0 
,. A rruC:fI represents only 11 small sample 0/ /he Y>orUood 
Te CC-"1bat [h'5 de!lCoenc:y man� long [faces are needed T 
trae_ rnu$t be � OI'IOUgh 10 o-.etCOl"l"lll start ...... p aI/kif. of t 
Simulator and a.so long enough 10 capture majOr penurOa!;QI1 
10 the cacne SfI'lIlh"s study vseo 49 !faces of "31)""9 ie11glns 
IOf a 101al ot 13 5 m.11Ion memory references Each [lace In the 
Series 70 ellon IS one million ITJ(lf'I'IOfy references long Very few 
prevf()USly published studies have used traces of \h,s magnitude 
One million merTlOfY leferences vlnually guarantees rne capTure 
o! alf assenlla] Influences to the cache In addlIJon . less than 1% 
01 the trace IS used In the stan-up cl the Slmulalor A !otal of 30 
mllloon references were used In the Series 70 cache study ThiS 
amount of data l$ Significant No study known 10 the aUlhofs has 
used as much data from a single mactlirle The stal:stocal analySIS 
et me $lmulal-om; alSO Indicates Inal the 30 m loo ,efeHltl(;eS 
ale 'ItI/locoenllo ma�e gOOd pred.chons 
2. Truces ore usual/" lakell only from the initial part of timaJl 
prosrams. This .s because me large majOf'IY of studies use 
program Interpreters as the means of COHecllng the traces The 
,nlerpreters have a large overhead and can usually handle only 
small progr .. ms_ and then only the Inlliai part of the program·, 
execution ThiS IS not representatIVe of eIther the program or the 
system The Senes 70 study used passive hardware to monitor 
the adoresses The sampllf"lg w .. s randOm and covered all pans 
of \he program e ... acutoo lor boIh large and small programs The 
ranoom sampling ensur60 that tne traces .... '�Ie lepresentallve 
3. Most !;Iudics do nol Iruce opera/ins system code. AnoItlP.! 
result 01 lJ!II"IQ Interpreters IS the lnabl ,ty 10 trace the ope/allng 
system Ho"'8ver. ,\ has been sh4· ... n Ihal opelat,ng systems h8ve 
ralher poor Iocatlty compared to usel programs Current operal 
Ing syslems consume a majOr pofllOfl of CPU tome. SO Ihe,r effeclS 
musl be Included IOf accurate representat'()("I Again. Ihe passive 
hardware tlaclng as use(j In the Selles 70 analysIs. aUlomat,cally 
,ncludes opelallng system eflects Th,s IS a major contnbuhon 
10 the State of the art m cache s,mulallQf1 
4. Task �",ilches, which can great/I' impact cuche perfor. 
monce, are nol adequollJl, accounfed for, MosI s,mulatQlS 

surt'llwllb under real conditIons ano Ihl' final \'alid .Hion of 
thl' produLt 

f\I('8surements also help validate the whole performanLe 
Ilwthodologv. Results of field testing are (:ompared with 
t he models 10 gauge the ou;uruc.;y of the prcdil;iion loc.;h 
niqul's. SOllletimes thl.! 1ll0HSIHI'lTIent!l suggest holY the 
lIlodcl� Liln be improved. Field m('a�lIr('mellts also VIII idate 
the bCII(,hlllRrks, The performance int;rl!i1se shown by the 
oolH hmarl;.s can be l;oll1parf'd to those seen in Lhe field to 
,>how how representative the bell(hmarks really arc. 

Fil!ld testing does Ilot ah,'(l\'s produUJ the most llccuralc 
data 011 fhe effects of a Ilf'\\ product. The dynamics of 
prodUl lion srstems ill tll(' field '>OUlf'times make it difficult 
10 dhtinsuish belwccn new Ilrodu(\ effects and normal 

'" "'lerprelliE.' Irac r> J5h The lAtCIle every so 0':811 :() 
"" ..ute lhe f"ee'S � Task $10 hlng I the dlstllt)ul on Of las� 
swltc 'leS IS nl! � �nders!OO.:l , ,,oO 18 eU;lfS may develop 
Halol'.",'e rac lQ ehmlna:es the c:� .... on.- 'Ire task. S .... 'IC_ 
ar ._ lJOe,j .,  the tlac or,g Cl10uQh E... \lace ta�E' 'or 
th �,_ 70 sTudy v., yztd and ' Id :c '  aiif' doz*, �, 
la. .oh le r es 
s. The sequence of memol) addresse!> is dependent on on,. 

bufft.rinB implemented Q(I the mochille. olld on the architec· 
ture of the mochine. The trac9'- '1�f'Il fQ' !he Senes 70 came 
f.om the Se.-tK 37 . ..... tllch ha .. the UfTlII" "" ch :(>(:ture as the Se<'M 
70 ana no ,mema; bufler.ng Wh�e al archiTectures exh bot the 
ame genera cache behalflClf ".. rh respecl {OdeSlgn parameters 
absoluTe numbers for cache performance must depend on /'Iav
.ng Similar arch.lecture and WOfl!Joad 
6. I 0 uctivity is seldom included in the /roces. For th.s reason, 
nOI much has been known on the efleet 01 110 activity on cache 
beh8vlor However, the bus slructule of the Selles 37 permits 
the COj'ectoon of If 0 raferences as Ihey occur Therefore, the 
Slmulal.Of"IS accurately model lha el/ccls of liD on cache perfor· 
mance whrch leads to ,mprO'lled pre(jlcloOnS 

The traces taken lor me Sefl6S 70 advance the SLille ol lhe art 
on cache S'ff"lUtatoQll The Pled<ChOf"lS 01 cache performance agree 
ClOSely v.. :h mea.sured results However there IS S lla room tor 
,mprO'llemem The Selles 37 used In !he tracing only had 2M 
bytes 01 maIn memory The Selles 70 can ha'ffl up 10 16M bytes 
The Series 37 also did not have MPE diSC caching enabled It 
IS ant,eopated that many Senes 70s run With diSC caChlflg These 
dellcl6nCles were recognized early and thell effecTS ware com· 
pensated by conservatism In the analysis 

The Senes 70 analySIS spa ..... ned a more accurate hardware 
traCing system. It can recold a m,ll'()("l cycles of machine execu· 
too in leal I'me 101 man y h'gh·spee(j systems Up 10 144 Ms 
can be collecTed dUllng each cycle The system consistS of tSM 
bytes of v6fy high-speed RAM. a Sellas 37 acting as a controller. 
an HP 9144 carlndge tape dnve lor data storage, and .nteriace 
CIfCU.try to the SYSlem under test, all on a portable cart It IS 
currenUybelng used ""',Ih the HP JOOO Seltes 930and is prOVldrng 
.Iale-ol-Ine·an measurement capabllrt,as for II'\IS RiSe-like HP 
PreciSion Architecture machine 

Relerence 
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system variations. On(' W8\' of o\'en::oming this limitation 
is Ihrough long-term lesting. Patterns of 1I0rmal variation 
(,m be distinguished and 8C(;Ollnled for when manr sam
ples are collected over a tong time. 

SilO sfllO{;tion for Hold t(J!;liIlH rosombles bOllchmork 
S(!lcClion. A mixture of rcprosentu!i\"e sitos and sites with 
unique environments helps 10 det�rmine average perfor. 
mance dlllracteristics and I he sunsi!ivity 10 sile varilltions, 

Field testing completes the performance engineering 
cyde. The data collected in Ihis step not only gives fmol 
results for the new product. but if done correctly. pro\'idcl> 
the customer charaCleri/..ation needed at the beginning of 
fhe performance enginN'ring c)'(:](' for future products. 

Prrformance tesling of the S('ri('s 70 cache in the fir Id 

1 
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was a major priority. Thirteen HP 3000 Series 68 sites were 
selected to participate in the alpha and beta test phases. 
All sites ran a series of HPSnapshot measurements. The 
characteristics include the number of users, percentage of 
CPU busy, the type of work done, and the amount of main 
memory. These were then compared to corresponding av
erages of a large set of customers. Of the thirteen sites. 
se\"Cn were picked to receive the hardware monitor. 

The hardware monitors were installed on each site from 
two weeks to two months before installation of the Series 
70, and for two weeks 10 one month after installation of 
the Series 70, The hardware monitors were able to separate 
the effects of the cache from the rest of lhe system. Data 
was recorded for 23.5 hours of each day, In half-hour sam
ples. These baseline measurements were long enough and 
detai led enough to determine the variations caused by shift 
changes and weekends. In some cases monthly effects were 
noticed. Once started, the hardware monitors required 
human intervention just once a week, and then just to 
replace a flexible disc. The measurements had no effect on 
the systems under test. 

A total of 10,500 half-hour samples were collected over 
the seven sites. This represents over 5 billion cycles, Of 
the tota\. over 3000 samples were from prime lime. repre
senting over 1.5 billion cycles, 

The difference between the Series 68 and 70 caches was 
calculated for several variables for each site. Table 11 sum
marizes the results. 

The calculations treat each site as one aggregate sample. 
The 90% confidence inten'al is a two-tailed t-test with six 
degrees of freedom, Statistically, it represents the range 
where the population mean is expected to be. 

Table 11 
Prime-Time Field Measurements 

---

Hardware 
Metric 

Hit Rate 
Frozen Cycles 
Paused 

90% 
Confidence 

Interval of 
Series 68 Series 70 Difference Difference 

92.6% 98.7% 
29.5% 8.5% 
34.4% 48.5% 

6.1% 
21.0% 
14.1% 

::!:0.35% 
::!:0.96% 
�7.92% 

The LilLhu hit rdlu inq.HUVtlmtml i� LUII�i::.ltmL uver Lhtl 
seven sites. Every site experienced significant improve
ment. The improvement is further confirmed by the de
crease in frozen cycles. Again. there was consistellt im· 
provement over all the sites. !I is expected that the average 
improvement over all customers will lie in the range of 
20.0% to 22.0% cycles recovered during prime time. 

Fig. 5 shows the progressl\'e estimates of the difference 
in hit rate and frozen cycle percentages. Each point is the 
bost estimate for the mean difference over all customers. 
The box surrounding each point indicates the 90% confi
dence range. Note that the hit rate confidence intervals 
were very narrow. indicating uniformity in the measure
ments. However. the effects of workload differences are 
apparent in the means actually measured on customer sys
tems. The confidence interval for the frozen cycle differ
ence progressively narrowed during the project. The added 
information al each step helped to defille more clearly the 
performance of the cilche. The final mean is within the 
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original confidence interval, thus validating the estimation 
methodology. 

CPU pause time is often used as a measure of improve
ment. It is included here for comparison with the other 
metrics. While the Series 70 cache can add significant CPU 
capacity to the system, CPU paused is not a very stable 
statistic iD most customer environments. 

The Series 70 cache not only exhibited the expected 
a"erage performance improvement o\'er all sites. but was 
found to be fairly msensith·e to variations in workload and 
configuration. This can be seen in the distributions of the 
hit rates and frozen cycles in figs. 6 and 7. 

The distributions of hit rates for the Series 68 and 70 are 
shown in Fig. 6. Not only ha, the Series 70 moved the 
di$lribution significantly higher. it has also narrowed the 
distribution , which is evidence of the saturation effect. The 
saturation effect reduces the sensitivity of Ihe cache to 
different operating conditions. 

The distribution of frozen cycles also shows a significant 
change in the distribution (see Fig. 7). The difference in 
the distributions is the measure of performance improve. 
ment. The fact that the overlap of the distributions is very 
small empbasizes that the performance improvement 
applies across all sites. 

HPSnapshot studies and customer observations confirm 
the predicted performance improvement for the entire 
Series 70 product. The data collected is now being used 
as part of customer characterization for future lIlembers of 
the HP 3000 product family. 

Summary 
The HP 3000 Series 70 is the result of precise measure· 

ments applied to an existing system. The current customer 
environment was extenSively cbaract erized and analyzed 
for performance opportunities, Potential enhancements 
were modeled and a set of enhancements was selected that 
best met the criteria of higher performance. lower cost. and 
short development time. The system design and the design 
of e<lt:h component were analyzed and tracled through 
development. Benchmark tests were run on the prototype!>. 
Finally. the product \\'as measured O\'er �everal months in 
the field to confirm the performance. The measurements 
also sen'e as input for future products. 

The Series iD cache memory subsystem. as the major 
performance component. was a direct result of careful mea
surements and analysis. The performance analysis has also 
advanced the state of the art in cache measurement and 
prediction.6 
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